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Oh, somewhere in this favored land the sun is shining bright,
The band is playing somewhere, and somewhere hearts are light;
And somewhere men are laughing, and somewhere children shout
But there is no joy in Mudville--mighty Casey has struck out.

From "Casey at the Bat"
by Ernest Lawrence Thayer, 1888



PREFACE

This is a working paper. It was prepared quickly with several purposes

in mind. First, it was designed to serve the immediate needs of the Disaster

Research Group which lent major financial support to the prosecution of the

study. The Disaster Research Group is now in the process of piecing together

the various studies which it has undertaken over the years and is trying to

generalize from them. This paper, we hope, will contribute to that end, and we

are led to believe that it may contribute more in its present form than it

would later on in a more polished version.

Our second reason for rushing into print is to establish a working base-

line for the participants in the stuqy themselves. The project having been

initiated by a team of graduate students, each of the team members has ideas

concerning where he would like to take the study from this point forvvard; each

is planning to work with a different aspect of the problem.
l We 

felt that a

working paper of this sort would help, at least, "to get the story straightll

and thus permit more theoretically-oriented departures from a common starting

point.

Third it is our belief that the story of what actually happened on the

night of September 22 in Chicago is worth telling as a piece of news.2 We knmr

of no way that we could have done this much more quickly than we have--even so

more than half a year has elapsed since the event upon which we are reporting--

but the more painstaking analysis which these data deserve will clearly take

much longer.

------------------, _._--,---.

'lnperception of the Siren and Symbolic Interpretations, Ph. D. Thesis
by Leonard J. Pinto is forthcoming. "Verifactory Action and Communication Be-
havior, A. Thesis by John L. McCoy is also in progress.

Chicago Sun-Times article, April 24, 1960, liThe Night the Sirens
Wailed in Chicago" is based directly on this report.
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For these reasons, therefore , we have decided to report now on what we

have done to date.

As will be I!de clear belO'JI, this study originated in the mids of four

graduate students. They enlisted the senior author of this report, a member of

the Department of Sociology and the National Opinion Research Center at the Uni-

versity of Chicago, as faculty advisor. They obtained the support of Professor

Clyde Hart, Director of the National Opinion Research Center, who responded sympa-

thetically to the student-training character of the project and made NORC facili-

ties available at less than cost. Thereupon, modest financial aid was obtained

from the Disaster Research Group of th National Research Council-National Academy

of Sci nce whose director, Dr. George W. Baker, has follrn ed the progress of the

stud: with interest and encouragement. The Social Science Research Commttee of

the University of Chicago provided a grant-in-aid. Addi tional work is also being

made possible through the help of John H. O'Dowd, Dean of Students at University

College, and the Publicity Club of Chicago. All of this assistance--moral and

material--is gratefully acknowledged.

At key points in the analysis, we have computed tests of statistical signifi-

cance to substantiate our interpretation of the relationships among variables. Ex-

cept where otherwise indicated, key tables which are appropriately tested by the

Chi Square are significant at the . 05 level of confidence. Our analysis does not

rest -exclusively on tests of significance, however. Indeed, we base our interpre-

tation rather more on the repeated substant..ation of a relationship whiJ-e ho1.ding

other factors constant. It is for this reason that we have occasionally included

findigs that do not meet the usual criterion of statistical significance.
Selma Monsky, director; and Marlene Simon, assistant director of the NORC

field department, participated in the development of the questionnaire and in the

conduct of the field work. Mary Booth gave expert advice and aid at many points



in the coding of the data and Sanford Abrams did most of the machine tabultions,
often under trying circumstances. Jacob J. Feldman advised in the selection of

the sample and in the sampling procedure. Terrar Iitsanchuk aided in the statistical

computations. Duncan MacRae, Jr., Assistant Professor of Political Science , de-

serves special thanks for his encouragement and enthusiasm during a crucial

stage early in the stuqy.

The Survey Research Center of the University of Michigan provided access to

its files when this stuqy was in its formulation.
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JOY IN MUDVILLE

After many years of trying, the Chicago White Sox succeeded in rising to

the top of the American League in 1959. The last game of the season, against

the Cleveland Indians, was played on the night of September 22nd, in Cleveland.

The game was broadcast and telecast from Cleveland and when news of the long-

anticipated victory reached Chicago , White Sox fans and local patriots were

jubilant. Indeed, some days before the victory, the Chicago City Council had

"further resolved that bells ring, whistles blow, bands play and general joy be

unconfined when the coveted pennant has been won by the heroes of 35th Street. 

Proceeding in the spirit of this municipal proclamation, and adding a touch

of p rsonal inspiration, Fire Commissioner Quinn--also acting Director of the

Chicago Civil Defense Corps--decided to sound the air-raid warning sirens. The

newspapers report that the Commssioner tried to reach the Mayor to consult with

him as to the propriety of the proposed action, but was unable to do so. In a

personal communication, the Commissioner has indicated to us that prior to the

sounding of the sirens IIproper notificationll had been made to the police and

fire departments, the public utilities, and to all radio and television stations

and newspapers. The arrival of the notice, however, preceded the sounding of

the sirens by only a very few minutes and, in general, the public had no warn-

ing of the event. Indeed, some of the media of communication and the utilities

were unable to channel the message to their announcers and telephone operators

until after the siren had actua lly sounded. Newspaper reports state that, at

first, Illinois Bell Telephone operators were instructing anxious callers to

"take cover!! and avrait further information. In the telephone company, and else-

where, internal alarm systems --because they are connected with the municipal

system--were triggered off as well.

APpendix C is a series of selected newspaper articles which appeared
shortly after the event occurred.



The sirens sounded at 10:30 p. , some 40 miutes following the end of the

ball game, at an hour when wBny Chicagoans were preparing to retire for the night.

The "ALERT" signal-- a steady blast of 3 to 5 minutes --was chosen for the occasion,

and was sounded for a full five minutes, shutting off at 10:35 p. The signal is

supposed to mean that there is a possibility of an air attack but that there re-

main at least 31 minutes until the attack is expected. The appropriate instructions

in such an eventuality are to "tune your AM radio to a frequency (640 or 1240) for

official directions. Proceed according to your community s emergency action plan,

DON'T use the telephone.

From reading the newspapers the next morning, it was clear that many

Chicagoans had become quite upset. :Many did not Imow wha t to think or do. Others,

knowing that the siren signalled only the White Sox victory, were irate over the

inappropriate use of a " sacred" symbol. Editorials and letters to the editor were

indignant. The Commissioner bravely took sole responsibility and suggested that

the resultant confusion might serve as a beneficial lesson to Chicagoans concern-

ing how ill-informed and ill-prepared they were for coping with a genuine alert.

The Commissioner reasoned that those who did not know why the sirens were being

sounded should have behaved as if there were a genuine alert, and he had good

reason to suspect that they did not so behave.

The Origin of the Study

Sociologists are interested in how people behave both in the normal round of

life and in extraordinary circumstances. In fact, sometimes the extraordinary

helps us to learn something about the ordinary, just as sickness helps to teach

medical science about the state of normal health.

There is a long tradition of sociological study of the extraordinary. There

are studies of mass movements, of violent labor strikes, of lynch mobs, and of the

reaction of communities to floods or other natural disasters. Indeed, a number of
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leading sociologists were once journalists who becam.e so interested in "the news

behind the news" and in new methods of fact-finding that they abanc.oned journalism

for sociology. The present study likes to think of itself as belonging in this

tradition.

When the siren sounded on the night of September 22, four graduate students

in the Departments of Sociology and Communication decided that it would be in-

teresting to make a systematic investigation of how people reacted. They saw in

the situa tion elements closely resembling what happened some years ago when Orson

Wells broadcast his documentary-sty"le report on "The Invasion From Mars " and

frightened large numbers of people. Interestingly, their knowledge of this event

came, not from first-hand experience, but from their reading of a sociological

study of what happened. Using this study as a model, the group spent several days

planning how to investigate what happened in Chicago and seeking sources of fu ther

ideas and further support. They found the former in a study directed by William

A. Scott of the Survey Research Center, University of Michigan, for the Federal

Civil Defense Administration. 2 Scott studied the sOQ ding of a false alert in

Oakland, California on May 5, 1955, at 10:42 in the morning. The Oakland study

provides an excellent basis for comparison with the present stuqr.

As for further support, the group found this in a variety of ways, as is de-

tailed in the Preface of this report.

Hadley Cantril. The Invasion From Mars (Princeton: Princeton Uni-
versi ty Press, 1940) s

llhlliam A. Scott. Public Reaction to a Surprise Civil Defense Alert
in Oakland, California . (Survey Research Center, University of Michigan, Ann
Arbor, 1955.



The Design of the S udy

It was decided to interview 250 persons randomly distributed wi thin the city

of Chicago. Each respondent was asked to recall his whereabouts and his reactions

to the siren on the night of September 22 and was aided, by the interviewer, in re-

constructing exactly what he thought and did. Furthermore, a 1arge amount of addi-

tional information was obtained from each respondent to enable us to relate varia-

tions in response to the siren to attributes of the individual (such as age, educa-

tion, sex, etc. ); to situational factors (was the individual alone or with others,

for example); to attitudinal factors (such as whether the individual is a baseball

fan or whether he feels war is imminent); and to more deep-rooted personality traits

(such as his attitudes toward authoritY)Q Finally, each respondent was asked ques-

tions designed to reveal his knowledge of civil defense procedures, his after-

thoughts concerning the propriety of sounding the siren and what, if anything, he

personally learned from the situation.

The sampling procedure is detailed in Appendix B. Briefl~, it involved order-

ing all census tracts within the city according to median income and systematically

selecting 25 tracts from this array. This method was designed to produce a wide

scatter" over the entire city, and to minimize the clustering of tracts within

densely populated and higher-income areas. Within each tract, two blocks were

randomly selected and five dwelling units in each block were assigned to the in-

terviewers. Male and female heads-of-household were alternately interviewed.

Interviewers were authorized to substitute the next adjacent dwelling unit in case

of refusal or in case of respondents not-at-home after two attempts for an inter-

view.

Of the 250 interviews called for by the sampling design, 241 were actually

obtained although, as Appendix B points out, the substitution rate was extremely

high. Nevertheless, the sample seems to be representative of the population
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according to a number of known criteria: for example, the proportion of non-

whites in the sample (240 5%) closely approximates the estimate of the Population

Research and Training Center for July, 1957 (20%), and our Catholic (30. 9%) and

Jewish (9. 7%) respondents roughly correspond to the estimates of the Church Federa-

tion of Greater Chicago (36% and 6% respectively). Similarly, the distribution of

our respondents reported incomes matches the "Survey of Buying Power ll for Chicago

in 1958; for example, 25% of our respondents report family incomes under $3999

compared with the Survey s 25%. Or, as a final example, compare our data on read-

ership of daily newspapers with the 1959 report of the Audit Bureau of Circulation:

we are able to predict rather accurately, from our respondents I reported reader-

ship, the proportion of total circulation represented by each of Chicago s leading

newspapers. (See Appendix B.

On the other hand, our respondents seem to be more -highly educated than one

would expect from the census. Thus, the sample includes 22 % who have had at

least some college education, compared with the 13% estimated hy the Chicago Com-

munity Inventory on the basis of projections from 1950 Census Data. In sum, how-

ever, there is good reason to believe that the sample is reasonably representative

of the city although perhaps somewhat biased, probably as a result of a higher re-

fusal rate among the less well educated. (Many of the maj or findings in the pages

that follow are reprod ced separately for each educational level. Appendix B

reports all of this in somewhat more careful detail.

More worrisome, perhaps, is the fact that the completion and pre-testing of

the interview schedule, obtaining of financing, recruitment and training of inter-

viewers, and the drawing of the sample were not completed until some five weeks

had elapsed. Interviewing was not begun, in other words, until five weeks after

the event being studied and took about 8-9 weeks to complete. Thus, the last re-

spondents to be interviewed were being asked about something they had experienced



as long as 12-13 weeks earlier. Some of our concern was relieved, however, by our

interviewers ' reports concerning the respondents ' ability to recollect what had

happened. Interviewers assigned "very vivid recollection" to 55r of the respond-

ents, "not too vivid a recollection" to 38% and "very poor recollection" to only

7%. More important, for our purposes, is the fact that the distribution of re-

spondents I replies to key questions (such as what they believed the siren was

sounding for) do not vary appreciably when those who were interviewed early and

late are compared.

See Table 67 in Appendix B.



II. THE SOCIAL SETTING INTO lNEICH THE SIREN INTRUDED

Unlike the Oakland siren whi.ch sounded in the middle of the morning, the

Chicago siren sounded at 10:30 at night. Most people in Oakland thought the siren

a mistake or a test. In Chicago, sirens are tested routinely at 10:30 a.m. on

Tuesday mornings and, although the September 22 siren sounded at 10:30 p. m. on a

Tuesday night, only a small handful of people thought the siren was a test or a

mistake which, somehow, had been mis- timed by twelve hours. Of course, an alterna-

tive hypothesis was available in Chicago: the ball game. Yet, despite the avail-

ability of this interpretation (presumed so obvious by the authorities) the data

below will demonstrate that the people of Chicago took the siren more seriously than

the people of Oakland. In part, this is surely because it happened at night.

Sociology of the Night

Many things happen at night. 1 The theater lights up a portion of the night

while the audience sits, atomized, in the dark. Crime and deviations of all kinds

proceed stealthily under cover of the night; people who are up and about at night

are somehow not decent and, sometimes, suspect. The night shift makes for greater

solidarity among workers and greater informality between supervisors and employees.

But these are the dramatic aspects of night.

Less dramatic, but much more common, are the nightly family reunions in which

members of the family who have been- abroad during the day return home for dinner

for television, and for sleep. This is a time for the re-establishment of the

primary bonds that unite family members, for the re-assertion of male parental

control over growing children, for easing the strains of business and work. It is

also a time when society is sub-divided into its largest number of small units,

each essentially isolated from the others. Indeed, the family in modern society

is referred to as the "isolated nuclear family" meaning that it consists of husband

Some of the ideas in this section were suggested by Vilhelm Aubert and
Harrison White, "Sleep: A Sociological Interpretation, II Acta Sociologica , (1959),
46-54, 1-16.

-7-



wife and children maintaining a joint residence that is also separate (and usually

distant) from the residences of the parental families of both husband and wife

and from other relatives. But the family is also "isolated" and " nuclear" ot only

by comparison with the extended family of an earlier day, but also by comparison

with the office, the factory, the school, the supermarket and all of the "daytime

groups ll to which its members belong. iVhen the street is deserted and tne nejgh-

bars are asleep, one sometimes feels "cut off" from the world. A strange sound in

the night can be very disturbing.

The Social Setting

The night of September 22 was not altogether ordinary, of course. It was

the night on which Chicago baseball f ans--and others who were caught up momenta ily
by the excitement of the pennant competition--awaited news that the White Sox had

won. Many, of course, had watched he game to its conclusion and then continued

to watch the televised locker room interviews with the triumphant players.

Most people were at home, doing much the same thing they do on ordinary

nights--watching television, then preparing for bed. In fact, it may well be that

than the normal proportion of the population was at home; or, so it seems,

from an examination of Table 1 in which respondents report exactly what they were

doing on the Tuesday night when the sirens sounded.

Almost everybody was at home. A few were out of town, a few were at work,

a few were visiting in other homes. One respondent was at the movies and three

were at other places of recreation. Altogether, one cannot help suspecting that

this was an especial poor night for such establishments. On the other hand, we

do not have data on more nearly normal weekday nights; it may be that this is not

as small a number a s it seems. Equally unortunate is the fact that we did not
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ask whether the respondent had been out earlier in the evening, since he may have

been out and back by the time the sirens sounded.

TABLE 1

LOCATION OF RESPONDENTS ON NIGHT SIREN SOUNDED:!

Loca tion Per cent

At home

. . . . . . . . 

At home of friend, neighbor
A t work

. . . . . .

Recrea tion .

. . . . . . . . . .

Private vehicle

. . . . . . .

Public place, vehicle or street. 

. .

Out of tovm . 

. . . . . . . . . . .

Doesn It rem.ember, no answer

. . . .. . . 

. . 78

(.::.

N (all respondents) = 241

* Refers to Question 3 in Interview Schedule (See
Appendix A).

t.1- Percentage totals of either 101% or 99% have been
rounded to lOO%.

Each respondent was asked whether he had personally heard the siren. Eighty-

three per cent replied in the affirmative; this is slightly more than the propor- 

tion who reported hearing the Oakland siren (75%). Seventeen per cent did not hear

it; one per cent did not remember. A majority of those who did not hear the siren

were either out of town (in which case they could not have heard it) or asleep.

the following day, most of them learned that the siren had sounded. Some people,

hovlever, (ll respondents, or about 25% of those who did not hear the siren) say

that they do not know what the air-raid siren sounds like. Further analysis of

these non-hearers is attempted in the following chapter.

Of those who heard the siren, the largest majority reported that there were

other people with them; this is obvious, of course, from the fact that nearly every-

body was at home with his family. There were some 17%, however, who reported that
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they were alone. Furthermore, as we have seen, a minority was out visiting other

people or elsewhere. Altogether, non-family members figured in about 20% of the

reports of respondents who were with other people.

A sumry of the social setting of all those who heard the siren is presented

in Table 2.

TABLE 2

,WHOY - RESPONDENT WAS WITH-:!
(FOR " EuiJE HERING SIREN ONLY)

Per cent

Alone

. . . . . . . .

Wi th Family. .
With Non-family
Mixed family and
non-family. . . 

. . 

. 5

. . 17

. . 65

N (All hearers) = 197

* Refers to Question 4 in Interview
Schedule.

Almost two-thirds of the respondents who heard the siren reported that they

had watched the game and a sizable proportion of these had also stayed to watch

the locker-room interviews following the game. By the time the siren sounded, 40

minutes following the game, some 42% were still watching TV; 13% were engaged in

conversation, and l3% were preparing for bed. The entire distribution is reported

in Table 3 (which adds to more than 100% because some people reported more than one

activity).

Our data, then present quite a clear picture of what Chicagoans were doing

when the siren sounded. The vast majority were home with their families.
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TABLE 3

VJHAT RESPONDENTS WERE DOING WHEN THE SIREN SOUNDED-*

Per cent

Watching TV . 

. . . . . . 

. . . 42
Conversing

. . . . . . . . 

. . . 13
Preparing for bed. . . . . . . . 13
Listening to radio, reading

. .

. 8
Other recreation

. . . . . . .

. 6
Household chores

. . . . 

Driving, walking

. . . . . . .

. 6
Asleep. . . 

. . . .

. 6
A t work

. . . . . . . . . . . .

. 3
Other

. . . . . . . . . . .

. 4
No Answer. 

. . . . . . . . .

10 9-::-)

N (All hearers) = 197

* Refers to Question 5 in Interview Schedule

~~~

Adds to more than 100% because of multiple
answers.

Having watched the game, sizable proportion continued to view TV, while

others were conversing, preparing for bed or doing other things around the house-

hold. A minority of respondents were alone; some were with non-family friends.

The overall picture is one of a routine weekday evening, with an added touch of

exci tement due to the baseball victor,.

This was the moment that the siren blasted forth.



III. WHAT mOPLE HEARD

We have established that most people (83%) heard the siren. In this chapter,

we want, to investigate exactly what they heard and how it made them feel.

Bearing in mind that the interviews were conducted between five and thirteen

weeks following the sounding of the siren, we must be somewhat cautious in accept-

ing the respondent' s word concerning the details of exactly what he heard. Yet,

it is interesting to observe that respondents generally were (1) quite accurate

about the length of time that had elapsed between the ball game and the sounding

of the siren, and (2) quite inaccurate in their description of the type of signal

that had been sounded.

Estimates of Elapsed Time Between Game and Siren

All of those who heard the game and/or the locker-room interviews which fol-

lowed the game were asked (Q. 5D), IIAbout how long was it after the (ball game)

(locker-room interviews) went off the air that the sirens were sounded? The facts

are that the game ended at 9: 49 p.m., and the locker-room interviews were over some

20 minutes later. The sirens sounded at 10:30 p.m.; that is, some 40 minutes after

the game and some 20 minutes after the interviews.

The vast majority of respondents (78%) who ventured a guess estimated that

the siren sounded within 45 minutes following the game. About a third pinpointed

the time almost exactly, giving estimates between 20 and 45 minutes. Thus, re-

spondents were generally accurate in their estimates. Much more interesting,

however, is the fact that the errors in estimation tended to be in the direction

of under-estimating the elapsed time between the game and the siren rather than

in over-estimating it. Indeed, more than a third reported that the siren was

sounded less than 10 minutes after the game. This suggests that in recalling the

two events people tend to tie them together in time. This finding would seem to be

12-
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relevant for the general problem of reconstructing events on the basis of testi-

mony and appears to be congruent with the concept of "assimilation" in studies of

perception and memory.

Wha t Did People Hear

All respondents were handed a card with four different types of lines. One

line consisted of short, broken dashes; the second line was wavy, alternately curv-

ing up and down; the third was a long, unbroken line; and the fourth was three

long, broken dashes. Interviewers asked respondents (Q. 2) to tell which of these

pictures comes closest lito the way the air-raid siren sounded tp you that night 

or, for those who did not hear the siren "the way you think the air-raid siren

sounds. " Table 4 presents the distribution of respondents' choices among the four

lines, all of which are reproduced in the table in words and pictures exactly as

they were presented to the respondent.

TABLE 4

TIfAGE OF THE SOUND OF THE AIR-RAID SJRN

Refers to Questlon 2 In Intervlew Schedule.
ordon W. Allport and Leo F. Postman, "The Basic Psychology of Rumor,

reprinted in Newcomb and Hartley, Readings in Social Psychology, Society for the
Psychological Study of Social Issues, ew York: Henry Holt and Co., 1947).

Those Who Reported Those 'Who Did

.,"

Hearing the Siren Not Hear the Siren

"Lots of Short
Blasts

I1Wai 
ling " 

IIA Steady Blast for
about Three Minutes"

IIThree Steady Blasts
for about One Minute
Each!!

Other - "Like Tuesdayll

Don Know; No Answer

Total 100 100
N . (197) (4l)

I! 1f lil ii;

~~~~ ~~~~,. ~~~ ::',

;e '- .

Ji 

~~~

(I;
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The siren that actually sounded that night was line #3-the long, steady

blast. Of those who reported having heard the siren, 37% indicated that this . was

the sound they heard.. Almost as many indicated that they heard the wailing sound.

If we count item three as correct, and all else as wrong, it is clear that the

largest majority of those who heard the siren could not correctly identify the

sound that they heard; and this is all the more surprising in view of the fact that

the steady blast is sounded every Tuesday morning in Chicago.

The main import of the data, however, is that respondents--by and large--

chose equally between the two types of signals that are actually associated with

an air-alert. This suggests that, in general, there is some confusion concerning

the two signa Is.. It surely implies that most people know the two relevant signals

but, at least in this instance, it is safe to assume that most people were guessing

as to which had been sounded. In part, of course , this is simply a product of the

time that had elapsed between the actual occurrence and the interview. Moreover,

those who were certain that the sirens were heralding the baseball victoryprobably

did not pay much attention to the type of signal. On the other hand, it is very

likely--though we have no data to establish this--that many people have no notion

of what the .two signals stand for and have not trained themselves to listen and be

able to distinguish between them. The Oakland study found, in effect, that people

know that "the sirens are blowing" but do not know the several signals or their

meanings.

Those Who Did Not Hear

We have just seen tha t those who did not hear the siren are somewhat less ac-

curate in identifying either of the two types of signal: 48% of this group as com-

pared with 26% of those who did hear the siren chose incorrectly, or did not know

which to choose. It is probably worthwhile to examie this group more carefully

See Scott cit , p. 11
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to get some idea of which part of the population is less accessible to the air-raid

warning system.

To begL with, of course, it is necessary to distinguish between those who

were in town and those who were out of town when the sirens sounded. The latter,

of course, could not have heard the signal. Excluding the 14 persons who were out

of town, then, it is possible to delineate the non-hearers by comparison with those

who did hear.

First, those who did not hear were more likely to report that they were

asleep. Indeed, when asked where they were when the siren sounded (Q. 3)" 10 of

the 24 respondents (37%) who did not hear the siren said that they were asleep as

compared with only 1% of those who did hear. Table 5 presents the relevant data.

TABLE 5

LOCATION OF HEARERS AND NON-HEARRS OF THE SIREN

Heard the Did Not
Siren Hear

A t home 84,

home, asleep

home of friend.
At work

Recreation, movies
Private vehicle

Public place

Don 't recall

Total 100 100
(197) (27)

*Refers to Question 3 in Interview Schedule.

Apart from reporting themselves at home and asleep, the group that did not

hear--though there are very few cases--exceeded the group that did in locating

themselves at work and in not recalling where they were. The single respondent

who was at the movies said he did not hear. (One should be somewhat. cautious in
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accepting "asleep" as an adequate response since we learned, at other points in the

interview, that some persons who had reported themselves at home also had been

asleep, and were awakened by the noise of the siren.

Those who did not hear were more likely to be somewhat poorer than those who

did, to be less well-educated and more likely to be Negroes or other non-whites, as

Table 6 reveals.

TABLE 6

INCOME, EDUCATION, AND RACE OF THOSE WHO DID AND DID NOT HER

Heard the Did Not
Siren Hear

Family Income
Per cent under $5000

Educa tion
Per cent with no High School. 

Race
Per cent non-white

(197) (27)

Refers to Question 88 and Interview Remarks-Question 3.

It is no wonder, :i view of the above, that we found a concentration of non-

hearers in certain census tracts.

The non-hearers are disproportionately likely to include the ver, young and

the very old as Table 7 demonstrates.

In sum, the nM-hearers are poorer, less wCll:-()d:!. Gte. ilgre non- :;hi te and

both older and younger than those who heard. Their knowledge of the siren seems

less accurate and they were more likely than the hearers to report that they were

asleep when the sirens sounded. Most indicate that they learned that the siren
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had sounded the next day from a friend, neighbor or family member. Further

analysis will probably reveal this group as consisting, in part, of chronic

"know-nothings. II It may be that some of them cannot identify the siren when

it is sounded.

TABLE 7

AGE AND HERING OF THE SIREN*

Heard the Did Not
Siren Hear

Under 25 .
26-
46-
66 and Over

Total lOO 100
N . (193) (38)

*Refers to Question 97 in Interview Schedule

The Out-of-Towers

Those who were out-of-town were quite different from the non-hearers who

were in Chicago at the time. Indeed, they are differ en t from the hearers, too.

They are better educated, more likely to be males and the chief brea&rinners of

their households, and are more likely to be Jewish than those who were in town.

They learned about the siren the next day or even later from strangers or from

the mass media.



IV. WH': PEOPIE THOUGHT: THE MEANING OF THE SIREN

Now we want to know what people made of the siren when they heard it. Did

they thin immediately that it was being sounded to celebrate the baseball victory
or not? Did they think it was a t st of some kind, a disaster or emergency, or

did they think it might be a genuine alert?

This is the key question of our study, of course, and it was approached in

a variety of ways. Every attempt was made by the interviewer to help the respond-

ent to "transplant" himself back to where he sat on the night of September 22 and

to guide him--by means of a series of structured questions--through the assortment

of his memories of the event. The questioning was begun with (Q. 7A) "When you

first heard the signal, what did you think it meant; that is, what was the very

first thing that came to mind?1I This was followed by a series of questions

C7B, D) aimed at evoking other thoughts that the respondent had that night con-

cerning the possible meaning of the sounding of the sirens. Then, the interviewer

went back to each of the ideas that the respondent volunteered and asked the re-

spondent to help him to be sure that they were ordered in the same sequence in

which the respondent recalled experiencing them (8A-D). If the respondent did not

report having considered the possibility of a genuine alert, the interviewer asked

(Q. l2) "Did you--even for a second--thin it might be a real air-raid warning?"
Despite all this, respondents sometimes recalled later in the interview that

they had entertained an idea which was not recorded earlier. Or, more frequently,

a respondent would insist that he thought from the very first that the sirens were

being sounded only for ,the ball game and that he never entertained another notion;

yet, later in the interview--when asked why he was convinced that the sirens were

sounded to celebrate the baseball victory--he might say "because I looked up into

the sky and didn't see any planes. In such an event, the interviewer- or, in 16

cases, the coder--would go back and correct the summary question of "things thought!'

l8-
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thought of a raid.

to include the untimely " discoveryll suggesting that the respondent did admit the

Table 8 reports on "the very first thing that came to mind. tI

TABLE 8

THE JYIEANING OF THE SIREN; FIRST THOUGHT

Ball Game

. . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Air Raid Alert

. - . . . . . . . . . . .

Fire, fire engines

. . . . . . .

Disaster, major accident 

. . . .

Practice Alert

. . . . . . . . . . . .

Siren sounded by mistake

. . . . . .

"Something bad" (unspecified) 

. . . . 

Police, ambulance

. . . .

Other 

. . . . . . . . . .

N (All hearers) "" (197)

Per Cent

100

If we accept these attempts to reconstruct a sequence of thought that was ex-

from Table 8 that there are only three major "first thoughts.

perienced weeks before--and there is obvious reason to be wary here--it is clear

Of the respondents

who heard the sirens, about one-third thought iID ediately that it was for the game

while another third thought it might be a genuine alert. Fire was an idea that

or, in one neighborhood, of a nearby paint factory.

occurred to some 15% who thought that the sirens might be those of fire engines

Notice that almost none

thought that the sirens meant a practice alert or that they were sounded by mistake.

Compare these first-thoughts with those reported in the Oakland stuqy where

the sirens sounded, due to an electrical short-circuit , on a weekday morning.

A very large proportion of the Oakland sample considered the sirens aprac-

bility.
tice alert; very few first-thoughts in Chicago were directed toward this possi-

bility that the alert was real.

On the other hand, more Chicagoans than Oaklanders considered the possi-
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TABLE 9

THE MENING OF THE OAKLAND SIREN: FIRST THOUGHTS

Per Cent

Air Raid Alert

. . . . . . . . . . 

Practice Alert

. . . . . . . . . .

Siren sounded by mistake

. . . . . .

Fire, ambulance

. . . . .. . . . "" .

Disbelief, doubt, unspecified

. . 

102

N (All hearers) (87)

It is curious that the Chicagoans took their siren more seriously given the

"obvious " opportl.'1ity to discount it as a celebration of the baseball victory.

Yet, despite the fact that a sizable proportion of the population did exactly

that, there were enough people who did not accept this idea--or to whom the idea

did not occur--to make the Chicago affair more serious than Oakland which had

nothing to celebrate. The explanation that seems most plausible is the fact that

the Chicago siren sounded at night; the Oakland siren sounded in the middle of the

morning. Another relevant factor may be the gre?ter frequency of practice alerts

in Oakland; we understand that Oakland has many practice alerts while Chicago has

none at all except for the weekly test of the siren which, for Chicagoans, simply

means that it is Tuesday, lO:30 a.m.

Of the 197 persons who told us their first thoughts, l09 went on to give us

a second thought and, of these, 24 continued to report third and--very rarely--

fourth thoughts. Altogether, then, 45% of the respondents had only one thought,

while 55% had two or more. Let us compare the distribution of second thoughts with

the distribution of first thoughts for the 109 respondents who had two thoughts.

Adapted from Scott, ,2. cit ., Table 2, p. 10.
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TABLE 10

THE MENING OF THE SIRN: FIRST AND SECOND THOUGHTS
OF THOSE WHO HAD TWO THOUGHTS

First Second
Thought Thought

Ball Game.
Air-Raid Alert
Fire , fire engines

. .

Disaster, major accident
Practice Alert
Siren sounded by mistake
IISomething bad" unspecified.
Police , ambulance.
Other

Total lOO' 100

(l09) (109)

From Table 10 it is evident that the sequence of thoughts for those who had

more than one thought went, typically, from air-raid to ball game. The proportion

of respondents who suspected that the sirens were sounded by mistake or that they

signaled a practice alert also increased by comparison with the distribution of

first thoughts. It is also clear that fire, an instinctive first thought, was dis-

missed as a possibility upon second thought.

Third thoughts bring still a larger proportion of ball game (63%), a large

proportion of- sounded-by-mistake r practice alert (20%), and a much smaller pro-

portion of air-raid (12%).

Taken together, Tables 8 and 10 tell the following story: A little less than.

half of the respondents had only one thought (45%); a little more than half had two

or more (55%) . Of those who had one thought, the large majority (some 65%) thought

the sirens were being sounded to celebrate the baseball victory. Of those who had

more than one thought, the majority went from thoughts of an air-raid to thoughts

0.1 the ball game. A sizable minority, however, considered air-raid as a second
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thought and, presumably, dispelled this concern in later thoughts. The sequence of

the meanin of the siren.

things thought by the respondent are, in some cases, a product of attempts to verify

Rather than linger on data arising from the respondentlS reconstruction of

his thoughts of some weeks earlier, however, it would seem more realistic to ana-

Table 11,lyze everything our respondents thought without regard to sequence.

as a precentage of all respondents who heard it.

therefore, presents the sum total of all meanings assigned to the siren expressed

TABLE 11

THE MENING OF THE SIRN: PROPORTION OF TOTAL HEARERS
OF SIREN WHO MENTION EACH MEANING

Ball Game

. . . .

Air Raid Alert

. . . .

Fire, fire engines

. .

Disaster, major acci-
dent . e

Practice Alert. . .
Siren sounded by

mistake

. . . . . . 

"Something bad" un-
. specified

. . . . . .

Police, ambulance

. . .

Other

. . . . . . . . 

Per Cent

N (All Hearers) = (197)

Adds to more than lOO% because of multiple
answers.

Seventy-three per cent of all those who heard the sirens mention the ball

(The remaining 27% were asked, later in the interview (Q. 8E), when theygame.

heard for certain that the sirens were sounded for the ball game. Ten per cent

told us that they heard later that night; ll%, however, did not learn until the
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next day or even later. The remainder gave no reply. Thus, the fact that 27% of

the respondents did not report the ball game as one of their interpretations of the

siren suggests, in about half of the cases, that they did not actually know until

the next day or later what the noise was all about. They went to sleep, content or

discontent, with their hypothesesG For our purposes, we may assume that almost

ever,body knew rather soon that the sirens had sounded for the baseball victor,.

Much more important for our subsequent analysis is the fact that at one time

or another, more than half of the populatirn entertained the possibility that the

sirens might be sounding a genuine alert. Sizable proportions considered a fire

(18%), a practice alert or a mistake (14%, combined). One cannot escape the im-

pression that many people seriously considered the possibility of an air-attack.

Certain and How Lon

On the other hand, one should not exaggerate the situation. Asked how certa:i

they felt "that this could be the explanation!! (Q. 13B), respondents who considered

the possibility of a genuine attack replied as follows: About one-quarter said

they felt !! certain!! ; another quarter felt either !!almost" or "fairly" certain; a

third quarter was "not too certain" and the final quarter was livery doubtful. 1\1

This means that about half of those who heard the siren and thought it might be a

genuine alert were at least fair1Y certain that this was the case; the other half

were, in varying degrees, skeptical. Still, extrapolating this percentage to the

population of heads of household in the city of Ohicago would mean a large number

of frightened people. If we assume that there re about 1, 200, 000 households in

the city, then, on the night of September 22, we would have found as many as

200 000 households in which the household head felt at least "fairly certain" that

the sirens signaled a real alert.

23 respondents did not reply to this question; they are excluded here.
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People did not think that the sirens were real for very long, however. 

asked (Q. 13G): "About how long--that is, about how many minutes--would you say

you thought it meant a real air-raid warning?!! Table 12 presents the 'results.

TABLE 12

HOW LONG RESPONDENTS THOUGHT THE SmENS
WERE SIGNALING A REAL ALERT

Per Cent

A few seconds

. . . . . . . 

A minute or so 

. . . . . .

Five to ten minutes

. . . . .

Thirty miutes or more
(less than one hour) 

. . . .

An hour or more

. . . . . .

N = (84) lOO

The majori of those who heard the siren--as Table 12 indicates--did not

seriously entertain the idea of an air-raid more than a minute or so, accordig

to their own retrospective estimates. A fairly large group (37%) thought so for

as long as five to ten minutes.

Why People Thought V'Tha t They Did

There remains the question of how people explained their thoughts to them-

selves. In other words, haw did people rationalize their interpretation of the

sirens? For those who thought the siren signaled the baseball victor., we want to

ask how they came to associate the siren with the game; surely there was no self-

evident connection between the two. For those who thought the siren signaled a

genuine alert , on the other hand, we shall want to know what ideas flashed through

their mids to support the hypothesis of an impending enemy attack. Similarly, for

fire.
We shall not attempt to cover this ubject exhaustively here. Rather, an

attempt will be made to give some idea of it he kinds of reasons respondents offered
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in support of their interpretations of the meaning of the siren as well as the

kinds of reasons that made them doubt that their interpretations were correct.

Here, again, it should be remembered, the evidence comes exclusively from the

retrospections of the respondents (although it may not matter very much if the

reasons they give were exactly the ones they thought on September 22 or ones which

were salient when they were interviewed). In a later chapter, we shall proceed

more objectively by cross-tabulating difSerent interpretations of the siren with

a variety of background factors, situational factors, attitudinal variables and

values.

Fire is the easiest place to begin. Respondents who thought of fire were

asked, (9A, lOA, Ill), '1VV'hat made you think it could have been that? I mean,

what passed through your mind that made you think it might be a fire?" Most

answered quite simply that the siren sounded like a fire siren. Some said "there

are lots of fires around here; lots of fire engines pass through the neighborhood. 

(It would be interesting to see whether respondents who offered this reason are

concentrated in the same neighborhoods--that is, whether this is objectively the

caso. )

Asked what, if anything, made them doubt that their interpretation was cor-

rect (Q. 9B, lOB, IlB)" a majority of respondents who hypothesized a fire said
that IIIt lasted too long to be a fire alarm, 11 and a smaller number said, in effect,

"There wasn't any commotion outside; nothing going on like a fire that I could see.

How about the reasons for and against the thought that the siren signaled

the baseball victory? Here, it may be interesting to report separately on those
who thought only of the game and those who considered the game as one possible in-

terpretation but entertained other possibilities as well.
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TABLE 13

REASONS FOR BELIEVING Tlff SIRN IWEANT THE BASEBALL VICTORY*

Replies of those Replies of Those
Who Thought Only. Who ThouC'ht. of the
of the Ball Game Game Pl !5ther ThingsPer Oant Per cen

ecting cele
for victory; it' s human
to celebrate; everyone
was happy about it; I
knew they won the game

Read it (heard it) in news-
paper radio , TV that
they were going to ring
bells, etc. (in general,
heard something about
plans for celebration
some time previous to
the end of the game). 

. .

Heard specific2.11y that
the sirens wore gving
to be- for celebra-tion . . 

. . . . . . 

There was a lot of racket
in street; 8yeryone else
was blowing horns; saw
people, cars in street

Was told so by others;
others thought it was
the game

. . . . . . .

No news of any trouble;
radio would have an-
nounced if real alert

. .

Other

. . . .

Total Replies ( 100%)

...- . '"_.

(18)

(4)

(2)

(2) I

(27) (62)

(4)

(5)

(62)

---

(2)

(0)

(14)

(36)

(0)

(11)

(125)

Refers to Questions 9A, lOA in Interview Schedule.
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Almost half of the replies from respondents in both groups emphasized the

naturalll connection between the sirens and the baseball victory. The logic of

the occasion seems to have been; "I am happy; everybody is happy; whatl.s that?-

oh, it' s the air-raid sirens; it must be because of the White Sox; it' s human to
ce lehra te. !t Intuitively, this pattern would seem to be more characteristic

those who thought onJy of the game than of those who entertained other possibili-

ties. Yet, the fact that so large a proportion of the replies of those who thought

of other possible meanings of the siren also fell into this category suggests that

the victory may simply have been less salient for these respondents. But, after

overcoming their initial inclinations, the thought of the game occurred to them and

seemed "natural." In addition, there are those who thought of the game first--for

these very reasons--and then began to doubt that anybody could have decided to use

air-raid sirens for this purpose.

The greater preparedness of those who thought only of the ball game is reflect-

ed in the fact that almost a third of this group (29%) reported hearing, in advance,

about plans to celebrate. Many of these respondents had heard of the resolution of

the City Council proclaiming that "bells ring, whistles blow, bands play. and

general joy be unconfinsd when the coveted pennant is won by the heroes of 35th

Street. Indeed, another 7% insisted that it heard advance warning that the air-

raid sirens would be sounded. Further probing on this point in the interview

schedule suggests that not more than lO respondents in the entire sample heard

this warning although many were listening to radio or television. There may be a

possibility that one or more stations got the Fire Commissioner' s message on the

air prior to the actual sounding of the siren but, if so, this could not be true

of more than one or vo stations and certainly the message was not heard by more

than a very few people.

Reflecting the lesBer preparedness of those who enterta ined other interpreta-

tions along with the ball game, almost a third of the reasons offered by this group
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(29%) have to do with being informed by other people that the sirens were being

sounded to celebrate. This, of course, was not the intention of our question;

we emphasized, "What passed through your mind that made you think it might be an

air-raid alert?tI But respondents insisted on answering the question in terms of

being informed by others rather than in terms of the reasons that made sense to

them. Still, this answer reflects the fact that these particular respondents did
not tend to think of the ball game as the initial explanation that occurred to

them, and had to have their minds changed by others.

When asked what, if anything, made them doubt that the ball game was the true

interpretation, few people could find a reason for aoubting it. This was an es-

pecially difficult question, of course, in view of the fact that this was the right

answer, and that most people with more than one interpretation thought of the ball

game last. Still, a handflll of people said that they doubted that the sirens were

sounded to celebrate the baseball victory because they could not believe that the

sirens would be used for that.

Finally, let us turn to consider the reasons given for and against the in-

terpretation of the siren as a genuine air-alert. There were some 87 codable re-

plies offered by the l02 people who entertained the possibility of an air-raid,
and their distribution is reported in Table 14.

The largest single concentration of reasons (40%) was in the category "that'

what the sirens are for. In other words, 40% of the explanations offered for be-

lieving the sirens were sounding a genuine alarm emphasize the " sacredness " of the

sirens. Sacred means to be dedicated; that is, to be set apart for some special

aWeSOIT8 purpose. That is the way these people perceive the siren. One gets the

impression that these respondents and those who thought it was "natural" to soUnd

the siren for the victory live in two different worlds. Each is saying, in a some-

what different way, that that' s what the sirens are for.
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TABLE 14

REPLIES TO vHAT MADE YOU THIN IT COULD HAVE BEEN AN AIR-RAID?II"

Per Cent

It is just the signal;
with it; that is the
have to me; it I s the
that' s what they are

that' s what you associate
only meaning the sirens
logical thing to assume;
for. 

. . . . . . . . . . .

Because of the time of the siren; it doesn't
usually sound at night; Sirens don 't sound.
except on Tuesday at 10:30 in the orning;
It lasted so long; it was so loud, differ-
ent than other sirens you hear; longer than
Tuesday siren

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Tense world situation; Khrushchev was here,
and I thought something started oft,
Russians wanted to get rid of Khrushchev
wi th a plot

. . . . . . . . . . .

Other

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Total Replies (= 100%) (87)

Refers to Question l3A in Interview Schedule.

The next largest group of replies (33%) emphasize that the siren sounded

different, somehow, than the way it does during the usual Tuesday morning tests.

Implicitly, of course, these respondents are saying that they thought first of the

possibility of a test--even though that may not have been explicitly indicated to

the interviewer--and decided that it could not be a test. Indeed , it longer

than the Tuesday siren which sounds for only three minutes; this time , the siren

souded for five fulminutes. Of course, it couldn't have been "louder" or "differ-

ent than what you usually hear, " although respondents thought it was. What was

dramatically different was the fact that it sounded at night, and that it was longer.

In fact, it is worth conjecturing that had the signal lasted for a longer period,

and thereby with greater intensity, more people would have COIT to believe it to be

soundig for a real alert.
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A third group of replies--much smaller than the first two--made reference to

the international situation or, interestingly, to the fact that Khrushchev was here.

Some thought IG1rushchev r s presence might be Pearl Harbor-like: the Japanese envoys

were in Washington acting as decoys while the Japanese air force attacked Pearl

Harbor. A few thought that a plot was hatched in the Kremlin to attack the United

States and get rid of Khrushchev all at once.

Turning now to the reasons why respondents th011ght it might not be an air-

raid, we must again distinguish between those who never thought it was a raid and

those who did. The former, who replied negatively to the question (Q. 12), "Did

you--even for a second--think it might be a real air-raid warning?" were immedi-

ately asked (Q. l2A), I1Why not?11 The latter who did consider the possibility that

the sirens were signaling a genuine alett were asked why they thought so (answers

to which are reported above) and--except for those who were "certainll (Q. 13B) that

it was a raid--were then asked (Q. 13C), "What made you think it might not be that-
I mean what in your mind made you doubt this explanation?"

The maj or difference between the two groups can best be explained, again, in

terms of what seemed "na tura1' to each. For the group who never considered a real

alert as a possibility, it seemed "natural" that the siren sounded to celebrate the

game, and this was the only reason they could give for not considering an air-.raid.

The exception is the handful of people who insisted that they heard an announcement

that the sirens would sound.

The other group considers the siren a IIna tural" warning of danger. This

group, then, seriously considered an alert but found no corroboration for the warn-

!g on radio, TV or Conelrad (21%) or outside on the street (6%).

About an equal numer of both groups (l5%) gave some thought to the interna-

tional situation. A minority felt that they somehow would "expect more" of the siren

if the danger were real.
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TABLE 1.5

REASONS FOR DOUBTING THE SIRENS MEN'f A GENUINE ALERT

Replies of Those Replies of Those
Who Never Con- vVho Considered
sidered an Air-raid An Air-raid

I was sure it was for the White Sox;
it was a big event in Chicago;
first pennant in 40 years; everyone
was happy about it; heard radio and
TV announce it was for the White
Sox victory. . 

. . . . . . . . . .

46% 16%

Radio and TV were still on; they'
supposed to go off the air in case
of a real attack; no news of any-
thing happening; the Conelrad sta-
tion was not on; programs would
have been interrupted. . 0 . . . .

No tense situation; I knew there was
no war; Russia knows we I re strong,
they won I t attack; Khrushchev was
here and they wouldn I t bomb us. 

Siren stopped; didn't sound like an
alert signal; it was a short blast,
like when they are testing

. . .

We never had a real attack; don 't ex-
pect an attack in this country. 

. .

Looked out and saw lights, cars,
people; couldn I t be a raid if
lights were on. 

. . . . . . . . 

Other; just uncertain

. . . . . . .

Total replied ( 100%) (6l) (68)

Refers to Questions 12A, 13C in Interview Schedule.



FACTORS AFFECTING DIFFERENTIAL PERCEPTION OF TliE SIREN

In this chapter; we propose to examie some of the factors that made for

differential perception of the meaning of the siren. It is certajnly reasonable

to expect that whether a person is a baseball fan or not, ought to have influenced

his initial interpretation of the siren. Similarly, we might expect that backgroun

factors such as sex or education, or situational factors such as the respondent'

whereabouts when the siren sounded, or attitudu1al and personality factors of

vqrious kinds might have influenced interpretations of the siren.

To make this task more manageable, and more meaningful, we shall treat only

three categories of interpretation into which all of our respondents can be placed.

The first category will consist of all those who thought immediately of the ball

game and never considered any other interpretation of the siren as plansible; this
is the Game On y ca tegory. Then, there are those people who , whether or not they

considered the game as a possible interpretation, thought of such things as fire,

practice alert, accident or disaster, etc., but did not consider the possibility of

an air-raid; we shall call this the Other ca tegory. The third category consists of

all those who included a raid in their set of interpretations regardless of what

other ideas they may have had. We shall call this the Raid category.

The distribution of respondents among these three categories is as follows:

TABLE 16

DISTRIBUTION OF THE RESPONDENTS IN THE THREE CATEGORIES OF MEANING

Per Cent 

o I
T t oaJ.

G8. only.
II. Other

Other Only
Game and Other. 

ElI Raid
Raid Only
Raid and Other.
Raid and Game
Raid, Game Other

Total Hearers

(= 

100%) ( 197 )

-32-
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Influ nce o terest in Baseball on Inte pretation o

Almost the most obvious factor expected to be relevant to the problem of why

people assigned such different meanings to the same, presumably unambiguous, stimu-

Ius is baseball fanship. It stands to reason that a White Sox fan who has followed

his team on the road to glory ought to have been much more " set" to interpret the

siren as heralding the long-awaited victory than a non-fan. Table 2 compares the

two groups as defined in terms of the straightforward question, (Q. 62), "Are you

a baseball fan?"

TABLE 17

BASEBALL FANSHIP :' AND INTERPRETATION OF THE SIREN

Fans Non-Fans

Game Only.

Other.
Air-raid Alert. 

(114)

Interview

Total Respon
ents ( '" '-'/0

*Re ers to Qi stion 2 in

(62)

Schedule

Thirty-three per cent of the fans, as compared wi th 16% of the non-fans knew

immediately that the siren sounded for the baseball victory. It is evident, then,

that an interest in baseball made it considerably easier to decode the message of

the siren. Non-fans were more likely to think the siren meant something else.

This same kind of rela tionship can be observed if one examines the influence of

having heard or seen the game on differential interpretation of the siren, as re-

ported in Table 18.

The relationship between having seen or heard the game and interpretation

of the siren is the same as that between fanship and interpretation. Indeed, it

is obvious that these are, by and large, the very same people. It is also clear,
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however, that not all of the fans and not aD. of those who saw the game thought im-

mediately or exclusively that the siren s011Ylded only for the victory. In fact

two-thirds of these groups entertained at least one other thought and half of them

considered the possibility of a genuine alert.

TABLE 18

VIEWING OF THE BALL GA ' AND INTERPRETATION OF THE SIREN

Air-Raid Alert

. .

(126 )

Did Not See or

.--

the Game
Saw or Heard

the Game

Game Only

. . . .

Other

. . . . . 

Total Respondents
( = 100%) I '

ers o Question in Interview Schedule.

(71)

Other Si tua tional Fac tors

Being a baseball fan (about two-thirds of Chicagoans who heard the siren so

consider themselves) or watching the game on television are, respectively, a back

ground factor and a situational factor that influenced interpretation of the siren.

Obviously, they were factors that were appropriate to the particular event of last

September 22nd, but might not be relevant at all should the siren sound for some

other reason at some other time.

However, there probably are other background and situational variables among

those which were relevant to the interpretation of the siren that night which would

also be related to the interpretation of future sirens or similar warning messages.

One set of situational factors that might be relevant in this way has to do with

the location of individuals when the siren sounds.

As was pointed out in the preceding chapter , most everybody was at home with
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his family that night. It might be expected that being alone or with others would

have some influence on differential interpretation of the siren if only for the

reason that the presence of others would have contributed to the likelihood of a

correct interpretation. But, as Table 19 indicates, this was not the case.

TABLE 19

BEING ALONE OR VETIl OTHERS AND llJTERPRETATION OF
THE SIREN

Alone With Others

.--

Game Only 21% 29%

Other
Air-Raid Alert

Total Resp ondents (= 100%) (4) (164)

Refers to Question 4 in Interview Schedule

Being alone, one was slightly less likely to think only of the game, but one

was also less likely to think of an air-raid. Altogether, then, this table seems

to indicate that being alone or with others made no difference in one r S interpreta-

tion of the siren and certainly did not influence one I s thoughts in the direction

of considering an air-raid.

On the other hand, the influence of whom one was with is more readily appar-

ent. If one was with family members exclusively, one was less likely to think that

it was a game than if one was spending the evening with others who were not family

members.

Table 20 indicates that respondents who were with non-family members when the

sirens sounded were more likely than those who were with family members only to

perceive the siren as signaling the baseball victory and only the baseball victory.

For those who were with their own families there was a slightly greater tendency

for them to think game only than those who were alone (as a glance back to Table 19
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will revea l) .

TABLE 20

WHOM RESPONDENT WAS WITIf.1 AND INTERPRETATION OF SIREN

Other

. . . . .

Family Members Family and Others,Cnly or Others On28 20 52 
(38)

Game Only. 

. .

Ur-Raid Alert.

Total Respondent (138)
(= 100%) 

fRefers to Question 4lE in Interview Schedule

This seems to suggest that th re is something about being ih contact with

other people that ITade for greater understanding of the true meaning of the $iren.

This is also clear from Table 21 where respondents who were and were not at home are

are contrasted. Similar findings were reported in the Oakland study; non-family

members influenced respondents to disbelieve the siren, except when the respondents

were at home.

TABLE 21

AT HOME OR ELSEWHERE AND INTERPRETATION OF THE SIRN

At Home Elsewhere

Game Only

. . . . 

Other

. . . . . . . .

26:

Air -Raid Alert

Total Respondents
("" 100%)

I (170)

(30)

*Refers to Question 3 in Interview Schedule

scott, ., p. 17
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The differences between individuals who were home or elsewhere and those who

were with non-family members or fam ily members only, may be explained in a number

of different ways. It might be suggested that those who were away from home or

wi th non-fan ily members were more likely to have seen the ball game, or even more

apt to be fans. But when fanship and whether one watched the game are controlled,

the reported differences in interpretation remain clear-cut.

These findings furnish support for a second explanation: when one is at

home, amidst spouse and children, one is little more likely than when one is alone

to feel completely "in touch" with what is going . on in the outside world. Somehow,

one learns to associate being "in touch" with the daytime world of one's associates.

For ales, this means the people with whom they come into contact on-the-job; for

women, this means other housewives or, in the case of working wives, on-the-job

associates. In this sense, the family unit probably experiences itself as being

somewl1 t cut off when it assembles together at night. One may feel somewhat more

reluctant in accepting the judgment of one s spouse about the siren than in accept-

ing the judgment of some daytime associate. Related to this explanation is the

possibility that there may be a greater reservoir of diverse opinion in meetings

of persons who do not belong to the same family than there is--even given the same

number of individuals--when the family is alone. Thus, the chance of hearing a

right answer, or being prepared to accept the validity of an hypothesis, may be

greater in social situations that are not limited to family members than in thooe

that are.

This interpretation, of course, can be put to further test.

to do so in the second phase of our analysis.

And it is planned

One way to test this explanation might be to see whether there were more
attempts to find out what was going on by references to sources outside the immedi-
ate group present in the same location. Strictly speaking, this interpretation
violates an assumption that has been made in the study to the effect that respond-
ents reported their thoughts concerning the siren before being influenced by others.
It is more reasonable, however, to assume that if an influential associate, immedi-
ately upon hearing the siren, said "that' s for the White Sox, 11 that one would have
little time to have one' s 11 0wn" ideas.
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Even within the home, however, the data indicate that being occupied with

different sorts of activities seems to be correlated with variations in the inter-

pretation of the siren. For example, people who reported that they were watching

TV or conversing when the siren sounded were much more likely to have assumed that

the siren was for the ball game than, say, people who were reading or preparing

for bed or engaged in household chores.

TABLE 22

ACTIVITIES WITHIN THE HOME* AND INTERPRETATION OF THE SIREN

Per Cent Who
Thought "Game Only

Conversing

. . 

(11)

4 (27)

11 (9)
9 (11)

30 (90)

38 (26)

Asleep 

. . . . . . . . . . . .

Going to bed (but not yet asleep). 

. .

Reail.ng, listening to phonograph. . 

Performig household chores

. . . . 

Listening to TV, radio

. .

ers
Note:

to Question 5 in Interview Schedule
Numbers in parentheses are bases upon which per-
centages are based. The two latter categories
include some who were in other persons I homes.

Undoubtedly, the results reported in Table 22 are confounded by a large num-

ber of factors such as age, sex, education and the like, which influenced what dif-

ferent people were doing that evening. We shall examine some of these factors

below . The table is rather suggestive, however, in that it appears to distinguish--

with the anomalous exception of those who were asleep--people who were "in touchll

with their immediate environment and people who were "out of touch. Thus, those

watching TV, or conversing with others may be assumed to have more immediate con-

tact with relevant goings-on at that particular moment than persons engaged in more

individualistic activities which were less immediately connected to the social or
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physical environment, such as going to bed, or performing a household chore. Un-

fortunately, this interpretation is upset by the small group of respondents who ,re-
ported that they were already asleep when the siren sounded; a high proportion of

them maintain , nevertheless, that they knew imediately tha t the siren was being

sounded for the ball game. Conceivably, these were people who had watched the game

and then gone to sleep. Later analysis will examine this and other possibilitieso

The final point that needs to be made in connection with the influence of the

social situation on interpretatj.on of the siren concerns the relative homogeneity

of opinion that prevailed among people who were together that night. Respondents

were asked (Q. 16), "Generally, what did the people (person) you were with think the

siren meant?" Of course, answers to questions of this sort are in danger of being

biased by the respondent I s pos sible tendency to project his aw' thoughts and feel-

ings onto the others he is asked to describe. One should examine Table 23 with

this limitation in mind.

TABLE 23

INTERPRETATIONS OF THE SIRN BY RESPONDENTS AND THEIR COMPANIONS*

Responden ts Who Reported Their Companions Total
Said They Thought a s Thinking Replies

Game Othe r Raid (= 100%)

GaIT.8 Only
. I

64% 18' (22)
Game and Other 50% (lO)
Other Only (9)

Raid and Game 36% (31)
Raid and Other

. . . . 

lC% (lO)
Raid, Game , Other

. I
(14)

Raid Only

. j

15% (l3)

-:tRefers to Question 16 in Interview Schedule

Be Hudson, "Anxiety in Response to the Unfamiliar, Journal of Social
Issues , Vol. X, No. 3, p. 54. Hudson found that subjects I'TOuld often lIaee events
aDd attitudes in their environment as confirmation of their own attitudes and feel-
ings.. .even events that are highly contradictory. 
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Notice that where the respondent reports having had only one interpretation

(game only, other only, raid only), two-thirds or more of the thoughts of his asso-

ciates fall into that same category. Where the re::9ondent thought more than one

thing, his associates divide rather neatly among th same combinations of thoughts.

In other words, it appears that responden s and their companions tended to think the

same thoughts. But there is by no means complete consensus. Als it ia probable 

those who thought the sirens were sounded to celebrate the game were undoubtedly in-

fluential for those of their companions who thought otherwise and vice versa.

Background Factors

Now that we have examined some of the situational factors and the way in

which they contributed to variations in interpretations of the siren, we want to

turn to consider the influence of some of the background factors. Factors such as

age, sex, education and the like tend to operate indirectly. Thus, they cause SOme

persons rather than others to become baseball fans, or to work on the night shift,

or to have a different kind of outlook on, say, international affairs.

In part, therefore, when we discover a relationship--as we shall--between sex a

and interpretation of the siren, we shall want to see to what extent the greater

likelihood that men rather than women have an interest in baseball can account for

the fact that more men than women tended to associate the siren with the baseball

victory.

TABLE 24

SEX AND INTERPRETATION OF THE SIREN

Men Women

Game Only
Other.
Air-Raid Alert. 

Total Respond-
(90) (109)ents (= 100%)
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Table 24 indicates that women exceed men in the extent to which they con-

sidered the possibility of a genuine alert, while men exceed women in the extent

to which they considered the baseball game as the only possible interpretation.

TABLE 25

SEX, FANSHIP AND INTERPRETATION OF THE SIRN

.,--

Game Onl

Other

Air-Raid

Men

Fans Non-Fans

Women Men VI omen

27'

. .

Alert. 6h.

spondents ( 100%) (72) (45) (11) (50)Total Re

Holding lIfanship" constant, men and women still differ in their interpreta-

tions. Among fans and non-fans alike, more men thought only of the ball game when

they heard the sirens blast. Furthermore, comparing the fans and the non-fans of

each sex, it is clear that the fans were more likely to have thought only of the

game than the non-fans. The original sex difference in the degree of thinking "air-

rai 1 is rather less clear-cut.

The same sort of relationship holds for race. Among both fans and non-fans,

Negroes exceed Whites in the extent to which they thought the siren meant the ball

game. On the other hand, race and fanship seem to have little effect in determi-

ing the extent to which an individual was likely to think air-raid. (Table 26. 

TABLE 26

RACE, FANSHIP AND INTERPRETATION OF THE SIREN

Fans Non-Fans
Vi hit Negro lNhi te Negro

Game onlY 32: 40' 13.
Other
Air-Raid Alert

N = (100%) (85) (0) (51) (lO)
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The relationship between education and interpretation of the siren is somewhat

more complicated but no less interesting. (Table 27.

TABLE 27

EDUCATION FANSHIP AND INTERPRETATION OF THE SIREN

Fans Non-Fans
Low High Low High

Educa tion Education Educa tion Education
Game Only 39'
Other! . .
Air-Raid Alert

(53) (62) (33) (28)

Among the fans, education does not make very much difference. About equal

proportions of highly educated and poorly educated fans thought only of the ball

game when they heard the sirens. This is also true--though very slightly less so--

among :'the hignly educated non-fans. Only the poorly educated non-fans differ from

the other groups.

The interpretation that seems most plausible is as follows: Being a fan

meant that one knew about the game and, hearing the siren, one tended to associate

it ,vi th the game. Not being a fan, however, tended o deprive one of this know-

ledge unless--and here is the crux of the matter--one were well educated and

generally awake to what is going on (whether or not one is particularly interested).
Looking at the educational groupings in the population more carefully sug-

gests that it was the middle educated group--those who have had at least some high

school but no college--that was most apprehensive about the siren. This was the

group that was most likely to entertain the possibility of an air raid. Interest-
ingly, this greater apprehension among the middle educated group was a finding of

the Oaland study, too.

siren serious

High school educated people were most likely to take the

Scott, EE. il" p. 17
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Other demographic factors related to differential perception of the siren in-

elude the follOWing: (l) Age"'-The older the respondent was, the less likely was
he to associate ' the sirens with a raid. Conversely, older people were more apt to

thin other things rather than raid or game. (2) Religion--Some groups, like the
Baptists, were certain the siren meant only the ball game; others, like the

Lutherans, rarely considered the game as the on possibility and gave serious

thought to raid. Factors such as education and race confo1.d these findings, of

course. Still it appears that Lutherans approached the siren with a kind of "

nonsensell attitude and reacted to it very soberly. (3) Place of Origin--Among

people who were born outside of Chicago, those from small towns (2,500-10, 000

population) were most likely to know that the siren meant only the game.
This may

be because of the small-town tradition of sounding the fire-house siren when the

high school football or baseball team wins their game.

A tti tudial Variables
The second phase of the analysis Will concentrate on the relationship between

a variety of values and attitudes and interpretation of the siren. 
As a key examle

this approach, let us consider here the relationship between 
optimsm about the

progress of international affairs and attitude toward the siren. 
We aSked, (Q.52),

"Do you think that the international situation is better or worse than it was five

years ago--about a year after the Korean War was over?"

Table 28 indicates that those who thi the international situation has im-
proved in the last five years were more likely to thin that the siren meant the
ball game and less likely to think it meant an air-raid than those who thi that the
international situation has deteriorated.

This holds true even when educational

level and "fanship" are held constant. 
A similar relationship is shown by Scott in

the Oakland Study. Scott found that people who regarded the danger of war and enemy

attack as great were more likely to believe the air-raid siren.

lScott, 
OPe cit., p. 12.
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TABLE 28

ATTITUDE TOWARD INTERNATIONAL AFFAJRS
t.)

AND INTERPRETATION OF THE SIREN

Situation Si tua tion
Better is Worse

Game Only

Other

Air-Raid Alert

N (All Hearers) = 100% (105) (42)

*This table falls slightly short of the .
level o confidence using the Chi Square Test.
The relationship is consistent, however, in each
of the many sub-groups created by degree of fan-
ship, levels of education, etc.

Refers to Question 52 in the Interview Schedule.

Conclusions

We have reviewed the several kinds of factors that are related to differen-

tial perception of the meaning of the siren. Among the background factors are sex,

education, race, place of origin and religion. Fanship, perhaps, deserves to be

included among the background factors.

Among the situational factors, we have discussed wbether or not respondents

watched the game, whom they were with, what they were doing, what their companions

thought and the like.

Finally, we have indicated one type of attitudinal variable which was related

to differentials in the interpretation of the siren. If you were among those who

think that the world situation is deterioriating, and are pessimistic about it, you

were less likely to interpret the siren as a celebration of the ball game and more

likely to think it might be a genuine alert. In this sense , the siren served as a

kind of "projective test.



VI. WHT PEOPLE FELT: RECTIONS TO THE SIREN

In this chapter, we attempt a prelij.inary analys' s of how people felt when

they heard the siren. Of course, how people felt is immediately related to what

they thought the siren meant. The first thing that must be done , therefore, is to

examine the relationship between things thought and th . respondents ' emotional re-

actions. To do this, we shall focus rather exclusively on a series of questions

which asked the respondent to "try to remember how you felt when you heard the

siren. " The first question was, "Did you feel scared, even for a moment?" Other

question asked about feeling uneasy, annoyed, curious, etc. All respondents--re-

gardless of how they interpreted the siren--were asked these questions.

TABLE 29

EMOTIONAL REACTIONS TO THE MENING OF THE SIREN":t

I Respondent Thought the Siren Meant
Game Only Other Raid

Per Cent Who Felt

Scared.
Excited.
Uneasy
Curious
Anoyed
Didn I t care

Total Respondents ("" 100%) (53) (41) (98)
Refersto Question 6 in the Interview Schedule.

Table 29 employs the same basic breakdown of interpretations-of-the-siren

that was /introduced in the preceding chapter. Respondents are divided into those

who thought from the very first that the siren meant the game and entertained no

other possibility. The second group, headed "Other, " considered possibilities such

as a fire, a practice alert, and the like; they mayor may not have mentioned ball

45-
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game as well (although most, of course, did). The third group consists of those

who thought--even for a fleeting moment--that the sirens might be signaling a

genuine alert (regardless of whether or not they also considered other possibili-

ties) .

It is extremely clear, from Table 29, that those who thought there might be

an impending air-raid ,'rere very distilrbed. This is true abs,)lutely--in the sense

that more than a majority of this gr up reported having experienced each of the

emotional reactions. It is also j;ruG relatively--in the sense that the group that

interpreted the sirens as representj g a genuine alert was considerably more upset

than either of the other two groups. The grohp that thought only of the game, in

fact, was not really upset at all.

Thus, this table serves a dual purpose. First, it establishes beyond any

doubt that a sizable proportion of the population was genuinely upset by the sound-

ing of the sirens. Second, it validates the meaningfulness of the replies which

respondents gave concerning the siren as well as the categories into which they

have been grouped.

Respondents who thought the siren might be a real raid were also asked--i 

will be recalled--how certain they were that this could be the explanation. Table

30 relates degree of certainty that the siren signaled an attack to emotional re-

action.
TABLE 30

EMOTIONAL REACTIONS AND CERTAINTY OF RAID

Per Cent Who Felt
Scared. 

. . . . . . . . .

Excited . . 

. . . . . . .

Uneasy

. . . . . . 

Curious

. . . . . . . .

Annoyed

. \. . . . .

Didn I t Care

. . . . . . .

(16)

Almost certain l Not too Certff
Fairly Certaini Very Doubtful

(40)(18)

Certain

Total Respondents (= 100%)

*Refers to Question 13B in Interview Schedule.
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Those who were most certain that the air-raid sirens were real were most

scared, most excited and most uneasy. They had rather less curiosit, than those

who were less certaj,n because curiosity is a react.ion which is much too detached

for people who think that an enemy attack is on its way.

Susceptibili ty to Fear: I1hic Fac ors

Having now established that those who thought the alert might be genuine were

most upset, we want naw to pinpoint more carefully those groups which were most

susceptible to fear. To do this, we shall "hold constant" respondents' interpreta-

tions of the siren. Table 31, for example, contrasts the extent of fear reported by

men and women who thought the sirens were signaling something " otherll than either
game or raid and by men and women who thought an air-raid was a possibility.

TABLE 31

SEX AND FEELING FRIGHTENED

Per Cent Who Felt Scared
Among those who thought

Among those who thought

"Other
IIRaidll

Men "ii omen

1'----
7 (16) i 27 (22)

42 (36) 76 (62)

Table 31 indicates that women are more susceptible to fear--or at least more

rea&J to acknowledge having been frightened--than men. Among those who thought of

fire or some other interpretation of the siren, 27% of the women were frightened as

compared with 7% of the men. Among those who believed that the siren meant an air-

raid, three-quarters of the women report having been frightened compared with only

42% of the men.

Another basic demographic factor associated with differentials in fear

race. Whi tes report more fear than Negroes , although the racial difference--as

compared with the sex difference--is relatively small as Table 32 shows.
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TABLE 32

RACE AND FEELING FRIGHTENED

-_.

Whi te Negro

Per Cent Who Felt Scared

Among those who thought "Raid" 62 (48 55 (l2)

Marital status is also somewhat related to fear. srried persons report

themselves as having been somewhat less frightened than persons who are single,

divorced, widowed or separated. While, altogether, there are very few non-married

persons in our sample, the latter three groups--rather than the single persons--

seem to deserve special attention, as Table 33 shows.

TABLE 33

MARITAL STATUS AND FEELING FRIGHTENED*

Married Single Divorced, Widovved,
Separated

Per Cent Who Felt Scared

Among those who thought
t1Raidll 

. . . . . . . .

Total Res ondents ( 100%) (77) (6) (10)

It is interesting to speculate that having once been married, persons who are

are now widowed, separated or divorced are susceptible than either married

or single persons to fear. If this findig could be confirmed'.v th a larger

sample, it would seem to suggest that it is the depri va tion of companionship--once

that companionship has been experienced--that appears to make the difference.

Sociologists will recognize the connection to the notion of "relative depriva- 

tion. III

Robert K. Merton, Social Theory and Social Stru ture (Glencoe, Ill.: The
Free Press, 1957), pp. 227-50.
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eptibili t to Fear: Situational Factors

Apart from demographic factors which influenced the extent to which respond-

ents reacted with fear, there are situational factors operative as well. Having

listened to the ba 11 game is a good example.

TALE 34

LISTENING TO THE GAME AND FEELn G FRIGHTEI'fD*

Listened to
the Game

Did Not
Listen

Per Cent Who Felt Scared
Among those who thought

Among those who thought

"Other"

. .

"Raid" . .
(17)
(60)

(21)

(37)

-- 

*Refers to Question 5A -in Interview Schedule.

Table 34 indicates that those who did not hear the baseball game on radio

or watch it on television, were more likely to have been frightened by the siren.

(This is true--it must be borne in mind--even among those who entertained the

possibili ty of a raid. Of course, it suggests that those who did not watch the

game were less ready with an alternative interpretation of the siren--hence

were more likely to have been frightened, and for a longer period--than those who

heard the game.

The same relationship, obviously, is true of being a baseball fan and feel-

ing frightened: Again, even among those who thought that the alert might be

genuine, the fans were less likely to feel frightened.

Apart from interest in baseball--which, in the present instance, must be

treated as a factor relevant to the special situation under study--several other

situational factors are somewhat related to feeling fright. The most important of

these, perhaps, relates to the respondents ' descriptions of the people they were

wi tho
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FILE COpy, TABLE 35

BEHAVIOR OF ASSOCIATES AND FELING FRIGHTENED

Associa tes Were

. "

Exci tad Confused and Calm and
and Nervous Uncertain Collected

Per Cent Who Felt Scared
Among Those Who Thought
IIRaid"

Total Respondents (= 100%) (27) (2l) (23)

Table 35 indicates that respondents who described their associates as nervous

and excited were very likely to be frightened themselves. When one' s associates

are agitated, one is likely to become agitated oneself and thus to produce still

greater agitation in one' s associates. This is the mutually reinforcing effect of

social si tuations.

Exactly what people were doing at the time of the sounding of the siren seem

to have little systematic effect on how frightened they became.

TABLE 36

RELATIVS VS NON-RELATIVES
BEING IN THE PRESENCE OF FAMILY MEMBER ONLY AND NON-FAMIL

MEMBER ONLY AND FEELING FRIGHTENED

Family Members
Only

Non-Family
Members Only

Per Cent lNho Felt Scared
Among Those Who Thought
"Raid" . . 

. . . . . . . .

62 (42) 68 (1.3)

Variations in types of activity at the time of the sounding of the siren

(conversing, watching TV, working around the house, etc. ) seems to have had little

systematic effect on how frightened people became. That is, if a respondent report-

ed having entertained the thought of a genuine alert, he was just as likely to be
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frightened while performing one activi rather than another. Similarly, as

Table 36 indicates, the extent of feeling frightened--among those who thought it

might be a real air-raid--does not vary substantially as between those who were

wi th family members only and those who were wi th non-famil r members; there is a

slight tendency for the former to have been more frightened. This finding--and

Tables 20 and 21--seem to imply that, if anything, being with one' s family created

greater anxiety than being with others. This seems to be at odds with the find-

ings of Cantril, Danzig and Killianl that being separated from one's family re-

duces one' s "critical ability" and increases anxiety by virtue of the over-

riding concern for the welfare of absent family members. The proper interpretation

of this negative findig in the light of these earlier studies is not ediately

apparent; further research will give serious attention to this problem.

Outlook on the Interna tional Si tua tion and Feeling Frightened

An interesting set of attitudes that influenced the extent to which respond-

ents reported being frightened by the siren are those having to do with interna-

tional affairs. Respondents who perceive the international situation as omious

were more likely to have been frightened by the siren.

TABLE 37

EXPECTATION OF WAR* AND FEELING FRIGHTENED

Another World War Is
Certain Alm

Very Likely Al.l
Certa:i Likely

Per Cent Who Felt Scared
Among Those Who Thought
"Raid" .

. . . .

lOO

Total Respondents 100%) (7) (7) (2l) (77)
*Refers to Question 53 in Interview Schedu Le.

Cantril, Ope cit., p. 144; Lewis M. Killian, "The Significance of Multiple Gr
Group Membership inDisaste American Journal of Sociology, 57 (1952), pp. )09-14;
Elliott R. Danzig, Paul Thayer, Lila Galanter The Effects of a Threatening Rumor
On A Disaster Stricken Community, Disaster Stuqy No. 10, National Academw of Science
National Research Coun il, Washington, D.
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Respondents were asked, "How likely do you think it is that we are in for

another world war?" and they were invited to reply in the categories listed in

Table 37. On the whole, people seem quite optj,miritic that another world war is not

iminent, but the minority who thinks war is likely were very frightened when the

sirens sounded.

The same thing is true for those who perceive the international situation as

having deteriorated recently, as Table 38 indicates.

TABLE 38

CHAGE IN INTERNATIONAL SITUATION* Al D FEEL TG FRIGHTENED

Si tuation
is Worse

Si tuation
is Better

Per Cent Who Felt Scared
Among Those Who Thought "Raid"

(26) (53)Toto. 1 Responc&nts (- 100%)

*Refers to Question 52A in Interview Schedule.

Another indication of this same general outlook--and its emotional conse-

quences--is given by reactions to the statement, "It is probable that someone will

press the wrong button and set off Vvorld War III by mistake.

TABlE 39

WAR..BY-MISTAI AND FEELING FRIGHTENED

StrOnglY Agree Disagree Strongly
Agree . Disagree

Per Cent Who Felt Scared
Among Those Who Thought
"Raid" . . (40) (7) (7) (33)

*Refers to Question 8 L in Interview Schedule.

It is clear from Table 39 that the more strongly one agrees with this proposi-

tion the more likely one was to feel frightened when the sirens sounded. And--it
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should again be emphasized--this is true even among that group of people all of

whom thought the siren might mean an air-raid. All of these data, then, are highly

consistent. They indicate that a respondent' SJ perception of the international

situation influenced the extent to which he was frightened by his own hypothesis.

People who thought the sirens might mean a raid quickly combatted the fear ac-

companying this idea by remindig themselves that they did not regard the present

world 5i tuation as threatening. People who do so regard the si too tion, however,

had every reason to be frightened by their interpretation of the siren, and so

they were.

Those who are more up-to-date on international affairs are the ones who were

most optimistic about the situation, it seems. At any rate, they are the ones

least likely to have been seriously frightened by the siren, as Table 40 makes

clear.

TABLE 40

BEING UP-TO-DATE ON INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS* AND FELING FRIGHTENED

Not Up-to-Date ,; Not Too Very
At All Up-To-Date Up-To-Date

Per Cent Who Felt Scared
Among Those Who Thought
"Raid"

.. 

Total Respondents (= 100%) (21) (45) (29)

* Refers to Question t 4 in Interview Schedule.

Individuals who do not consider themselves up-to-date at all were very likely

to feel frightened when the siren sounded provided they gave some credence to the

possibility that it was real. On the other hand, as Table 40 shows, more up-to-

date individuals who entertained the possibility of a genuine alert were much

quicker to discredit it in view of their knowledge of the international situation,

the fact that Khrushchev was visiting ih3the cOuntry, and se on.
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This last factor puts the earlier finro.ngs into broader perspective. It is

people who are less well-informed (and, of course, up-to-dateness is highly corre-

lated with education) who were more likely to be frightened if they entertained

the possibility of a genUi e alert. These are also the people who are more nervous

about the international situation and more likely to think it has gotten worse

recent years. In addition' to their lack of information, however, there may also be

a psychological component to their fear. At any rate, it is evident that lack of

knowledge of, and lack of confidence in, the international situation made matters

wo rse for those who took the siren seriously.

Attitudes Toward Civilian Defense and Feel Frightened

Now, we want to see whether an interest in Civilian Defense and confidence

in its activity and potential served to reduce fear in any way. And, a t the same

time, we shall be asking whether the fact of having been frightened by the siren

is associated wi th any particular patterns of thought and action concerning the

proper behavior in case of a real alert.

We asked people what they would do in case of a genuine alert. A majority of J !

people said they would go to their basements, and this was true both of those who

were frightened and those who were not frightened by the false alarm, although it

was somewhat more characteristic of the latter. The more frightened had a larger

n1Duber of ideas than those who were not frightened, such as making certain of the

safety of their families (ll% of the replies, compared to 3% of the unfrightened

group), lie dow on the floor, look for a shelter, etc. Much more important" how-

ever (since the two groups were not essentially different in kinds of anticipated

action), is the fact that there is a large difference between those who were and

were not frightened in their ansvl'ers to the question (Q. 68), IIDid you ever think

about this before just now?1I This was one of those rare opportunities in survey
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research to ask the respondent not only whether or not he has an opinion, but

whether the opinion is really "his" or not" in the sense of his having considered

it before being stimulated to do so by the interviewer.

TABLE 4l

PREVIOUS THOUGHT OF PROTECTM ACTION* AND FEELllJG FRIGHTENED

Had Given Had Not Given
Previous Thought Previous Thought

Per Cent Who Felt Scared
Among Those vVho Thought
nRaid1t 

. . . . . . . . . . 

(60) (18)Total Respondents (= lOO%)

*Refers to Question 68 in Interview Sche ule.

Most of the people who considered the thought of a raid claimed also to have

given previous though t to how to protect themselves. As we shall see, this is also

true of respondents Vlo did not associate the siren with an air-raid this time.

But Table 41 goes on to indicate that those who hav given previous thought to pro-

tective action were likely to have been frightened by the siren than others

who have not. This suggests that people l"o have been occupied or preoccupied by

thoughts of civilian defense--and who may even have some idea of what kinds of pro-

tective action are appropriate (though their ideas differ little, as we have said,

from those who have not thought about it)--take little comfort in their knowledge

or concern. A related finding is that those who know the Conelrad numbers on the

radio dial (Q. 71C), were more likely to report having been frightened.

Similarly, those who are more accurate in their knowledge of how to obtain

further inormation in case of a real alert are more likely to have been frighten-

ed, as Table 42 shows.
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TABLE 42

SOURCE OF FURTEER INFORIvATION IN REL ALERT- . AND FEELING FRIGHTENED

Would Turn to

Radio, Conelrad, TV Telephone Other
Per Cent Who Felt Scared

Among Those Who Thought
"Raid" . . 

. . . .

Total Respondents ( 100%) (83) (32) (8).

*Refers to Question 70 in Interview Schedule.

Use of the telephone during a real alert is against the rules of Civil Defense

authorities. Again, it is clear that those who !mow more about what is appropriate

to the situation of a genuine alert were more frightened in the false alert which

they underwent.

Another related finding is that people who were frightened by the siren would

be more ready to volunteer for Civilian Defense work, as Table 43. shows.

TAB IE 

REDINESS TO VOLUNTEER FOR CD WORK* AND FEELING FRIGHTENED

Willing to Not Willing
Volunteer to Volunteer

Per Cent YV'o Felt Scared
Among Those Who Thought
"Raid" . .

. . . .

Total Respondents ( = lOO%) (5l) (35)
.Refers to Question 80 in Interview Schedule.

The question was: "If you were asked, would you be willing to give two or

three hours of your time a week to train yc,urself as a Ci vilian Defense worker?"

As we shall seebelow, the sample as a whole split 50-50 in answer to this question.

The base figures in Table 43 show that among those who thought the siren might mean
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a raid, there was a somewhat greater readiess to volunteer. The table itself

shows further that among those who entertained the thought of a raid, a greater

proportion of those who were frightened would be prepared to volunteer than those

who were not frightened. It is difficult to say whether the fright which the, ex-

perienced increased their motivation or whether their greater preoccupation with

matters of Civilian Defense tended to heighten their sensitivity to the possibility

of a raid and thus to increase the likelihood of their being frightened. The latter

interpretation would appear to fit niceJy with the findings reported throughout this

section.

The only partial exception to the line of thought we have been developing is

to be found in reaction to the statement, "Some people have said that in the event

of an atomic attack Civil Defense would be useless in aiding civilians to survive.

TABLE 44

USEFULNSS OF CIVIL DEFENSE* AND FEELING FRIGHTENED

Per Cent Who Felt Scared
Among Those Who Thought
"Raid" . . 

. . . .

in Interview Schedule.

Strongly Agree Disagree Strongly
Agre Disagree

(5) (13) (52) (20)

Civilian Defense is Useless

Total Respondents (= 100%)

*Refers to Question 77

If we ignore the " strongly agree" category--because it contains only five

cases--Table 44 provides evidence that the more one values Civilian Defense, the

less frightened one was likely to have been during the false alert. Thus, people

who strongly disagree with the statement that Civilian Defense would be useless

were least likely to report ha ving been frightened. On the other hand, if we choose

not to ignore the five cases who IIstrongly agreell we are confronted again with the

possibility that those who refuse to occupy themselves in any way with thoughts of
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effective measures for self- and community-protection are least likely to have been

upset by the false alarm.

The suggestions we have developed in the last few pages require considerably

more ana sis, of course. Indeed, there is every possibility that they may be

spurious and that some heretofore unrevealed factor will explain away some of these

perhaps anomalous--but intriguing--findings. Should these suggestions still stand,

after further research, they would seem to imply that an active program of Civil

Defense must reconcile itself to increasing the level of apprehensiveness in the

communi ty .



VII. WHAT PEOPLE DID: VERIFICATION AND PROTECTION

We have seen that a lot of people were genuinely frightened. Now we want to

ask what they did about it. Did the widespread belief in the possibility of a real

alert lead to any overt action?

There are two sorts of action that we shall be discussing. The first is

protective action; the second is communicative actions--attempts to verify the

meaning of the siren.

Let us begin with protective action--because nobody took any.

Contemplated Protective Action

"While you still thought it might be a real air-raid warning, did you want to

do anything?" we asked (Q. 13H). And in order to guide the respondent to thoughts

of proective action rather than verification, we added, "I mean besides trying to

find out for sure what the sirens meant. If '

About 40% of the respondents answered this question affirmatively and another

15% responded to a later probe--addressed to those who did not volunteer that they

had contemplated any action--which asked, (Q. 13H2) "Did you ever think of anything

you miht do to protect yourself?1I Altogether, that is, some 55% of the respond-

ents who entertained the possibility of a raid, reported having contemplated some

form of action. This is about 25% of all respondents who heard the siren.

Asked at sort of action they considered, two-thirds of all respondents said

that they thought of going into the basement. In addition, there was J1 assortment

of other replies, but no concentration in anyone category. It seems quite clear

that people think of the basement when they think of air-raid shelter.

Those who thought it might be a real raid but did not contemplate action

were asked, (Q. 13H2b) 'tW do you thin it never occurred to you to try to pro-
tect yourself?" Basica , as Table 45 indicates, there were three sorts of re-

plies.
-59-
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TABLE 45

REASONS FOR NOT CONSIDERING PROTECTIV ACTION*

Fer Cen t

Disbelief
Respondent was still unsure
about it;; didn't think it was
a raid for long

. . . . . 

Lack of Corrobora tion:
There was no suprting evidence
in the environment: no announce-
ments on radio, lights were on,
people were in streets, etc. 

. . . . . .

Futility, Ignorance
There is no effective action that
one can take any way; Respondent
wouldn r t know viha t to do even if
decided to do something

. . . . . . . . .

Other. . . 

. . 

Don 't remember

. . . . . . 

Total Respondents

. . . . 

. 09 )

Note: Table adds to more than 100% because respondents
sometimes gave more than one reason.

A little more than a third cmphasized disbelief: the thought of a raid was

not really certain enough, the respondent implied, to warrant taking action.

third of the respondents emphasized the absence of any other evidence which confirm-

ed that the siren might be sounding a genuine alert. Finally, a third of the re-

spondents emphasized the futility of taking any action or their ignorance of what

action would be worth teking.

Again, some groups more than others contemplated protective action. For ex-

ample, 56% of the females as compared with 45% of the males considered taking action,

as did 58% of the vihite respondents as compared with only 35% of the Negroes.

These variables, it will be recalled, were also associa ted with differentials

J. interpretation of the siren apd, among those who thought the siren might

mean a real raid, wi th differences the degree of feeling
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frightened. Indeed, apart from sex and race, age is about the only other background

factor that relates to protective action: older persons were somewhat more likely

to consider takig afftion. Neither education nor jncome--or even the fact of being

a baseball fan or having watched the game--are related to the consideration of pro-

tective action among those who considered an air-raid a genuine possibilit,.

The Taking of Action

So far, we have talled about the contemplation of action, and have seen that

somewhat over half of those to whom the thought of a real alert presented itself

considered some form of action. Of these, however, only six persons in all actually

took any form of protective action whatsoever.

The most thoroughgoing action story in these few cases is that of the family

which "got the children up and got them dressed and were going to find a place under

the stairs where they would be safe

. . .

Started to get blankets and water and
some canned food, radio, flashlights, and to take down ever,thing Civil Defense

told us to do if we hear the siren... But this, obviously, was an extraord;inary

case. Two others wenttdow to their basements; one got the children out of bed;

another hid under the table; another just ran around the house trying to do some-

thing, though she didn't know what. Five of these six were women with children. 1

Whether or not they contemplated action, respondents who did not take action

were asked why. Again, their answers can be readily classified into the three cate-

gories introduced above.

Again, the primary emphasis in on disbelief.. But sizable proportions of the

respondents in Table 46 mention the absence of corroborative evidence in the envi-

ronment: There were lights in the city; there was no sound of bombs; there was no

announcemen t on radio or TV; people in the street did not seem panicky. And a siz-

able proportion, again, say that there is nothing to do anyway; or, if there is, they

don 't know what.

Danzig, Thayer and Galanter, Ope cit., p. 64,
are more likely to take action when threat of disaster

Table 36, reports that women
is inninen t.
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TABLE 46

REASONS FOR NOT TAKING PROTECTIV ACTION-*

Disbelief

. . . . . .

Lack of Corroboration

. . .

Futility, Ignorance

. . . .

Other. . . 

. . . . . . 

Don It Remember

. . . . . .

Per Cent

Total Respondents

. . . .

(83)

Note: Table adds to more than 100% because
respondents sometimes gave more than
one reason.
to Question 15A in Interview Schedule.*Refers

It is interesting to examine the differences among the kinds of people who

give diferent reasons for their lack of action. Women more than men, for example

emphasize the futility of action or their ignorance of any appropriate action, as

Table 47 indica tes .

TABLE 47

SEX AND REASONS FOR NOT TAKING PROTECTIV ACTION

Women Men

Disbelief
Lack of Corroboration

Futility, Ignorance
Other

. . . .

Total Respondents (55) (25)

Note: Colums add to more than 100% because re-
spondents sometimes gave more than one reason.

Since we know that women were more frightened than men--even when only those

members of both groups who thought of a raid are compared--Table 47 suggests that

being frightened ought to be associated with the t,pe of reasons offered for not

taking action. Table 48 shows that this is so.
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TABlE 48

FEELING FRIGHTENED AND REASONS FOR NOT TAKING PROTECTIV ACTION

Scared Not Scared

Dis be lief

Lack of Corroboration

Futili ty, Ignorance

Total Respondents (54) (22)

Note: Does not add to 100% because other categories are lacking.

Table 48 suggests, therefore, that those who were frightened wanted to take

some form of action but did not because, to a considerable degree, there is no

action . known to them that is worth taking.

Being a baseball fan was also related to the type of reason preferred for not

taking action: non-fans were more likely than fans to mention the futility of ac-

tion or their ignorance of the proper action to take, if any.

Just as in our discussion of the correlates of greater fear, so here, too, it

seems that to a certain extent we are finding that among those who thought of the

possibility of a genuine alert there were some who thought so more seriously than

others. In general, those who were more serious in their consideration of an
alert were those who were less likely to have any ready alternatives in mind. Non-

baseball fans are the most obvious example. In addition, however, the factor of

sex (and perhaps race) appears to persist even after such things as being a baseball

fan are held constant: Among fans, women were more likely to interpr.et the siren

as an alert, to feel frightened, and to rationalize their inaction in terms of the

futility of action or their ignorance of what to do.

p. 8.
For a discussion of disbelief of the Oakland siren see Scott, 

., 
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Tyes of Verification

While almost nobody took protective action, it is clear already--by inerence
from some. of the preceding materials--that people attempt corroborative action.
People attempted to scan the environment for evidence that would confirm or dis-

confirm the interpretation of the siren that first occurred to them.

After describing the things they thought about the meaning of the siren,

about protective action, about the behavior of the people they were with, respond-

ents were asked (Q. 18), "What, if anything, did you do to find out for sure what

the sirens meant. What kinds of things did you do to check on whether you were

right about what the sirens meant?" And this open-ended question was followed by

a check-list: (Qo 19): "Did you ask someone who was with you what he or she

thought the siren meant? Did you look outside to see if you could hear or see any-

thing? Did you try to call someone you know on the phone to ask about the siren?"

And so on. The percentage of respondents who attempted each of these several types

of verification is reported, in Table 49, separately for those who thought the siren

meant a raid (regardless of what else they thought) and for those who thought the

siren _meant something other than a raid (such as fire, or a practice alert, etc.

This is the same classification that was employed in Chapter IV, omitting only those

who thought just of the ball game since none of these were asked whether they a 

tempted to verify their interpretation.

Respondents who thought the siren might mean a genuine a lert were much more

likely to try to obtain additional information than those who thought otherwise..

This is true for every one of the forms of verification listed in Table 49. Whether

this involved simply turning to somebody else in the same room or making a telephone

call or going outside, the action was reported by a larger proportion of the group

which considered the possibility of a real air-raid
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TABLE 49

VERIFICATION-:- ACCORDING TO INTERPRETATION OF THE SJREN

Per Cent Who Answered Affirmatively
Did you ask someone who was with
you what he or she thought the
siren meant? 

. . g . . . . . . .

Other
F'ire", t(:. )

. . 

Did you look outside to see if you
could hear or see anything? .

. . .

going

Did you go outside to look aroQ
or ma e to

someone (outsid ) what was

Did you try to call someone you know on
the phone to a abou.t-fh8 siren?

How about the police or the phone company
--did you try to call any public agensy
like that to fin ou:t.

? . . . . . . . . ..

Did you do anything like turning on the
radio or TV or looking in the newspaper
for-information?, . " 

. . . . .

. 0 45 
Total Respondents

. . . . 

. (33)

*Re rso Question 19 in Interview Sche ule.
(95)

Note: There ' are slight differences in the base figures due
to variations in the number of no answers. Totals
equal smallest number on which 

p(; 

rcentages are based.
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The rank order of items in both lists is very similar. However, if you

thought the siren might be signaling a real air-raid" you were very likely to turn

on your radio or television or, if it was already on" to pay sharp attention to it.

Next most frequent action was looking outside to see what could be seen. These are

also the two most frequent actions reported by those who thought that the siren

might mean a fire, or a disaster, or perhaps a practice alert.

The third most important form of verification for both groups is turning to

someone in the same room to get another opinion.

For the group that thought air-raid" this is followed by actually going out-

side and, in some cases, asking someboqy outside for an opinion. These were also

the two next-most-frequent actions of the group that thought the siren meant some-

thing other than a raid.

call.

Finally, some 10% of those who thought it might be a raid made a telephone

Their calls went either to an acquaintance (4%) or to some public agenqy

(6%) . Together with the single phone call made by a respondent who did not think

of an air-raid" there were a total of 11 phone calls made on this occasion by our

241 respondents. That is to say, slightly under 5% of this sample of Chicago house-

holds made a special call on this occasion. Although this percentage seems very

small--and is, of course, subject to serious sampling error--extrapolating to the

total number of households of the City of Chicago yields a very large number of

calls (something in the neighborhood of" say, 50" 000). Withey found tha t 40% of

a national sample stated they would use the telephone in order to gain more infor-

mation in a real emergency. Along with the normal load of calls, this concentra-

tion of calls in a ver, few miutes was enough to jam may of the telephone switch-

boards. In fact, some of our respondents did complete their calls because they

could not get a dial tone; this frightened them even more.

Scott estimated as many as 10, 000 people in Oakland used their phones.
2Stephen B. Withey. Survey of Public Knowledge and Attitudes Concerning

vil Defense Survey Research Center, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor., Sept.
1954, Table 7-7, p. 114.
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Except for using the telephone, then , those who thought raid and those who

thought something else tended to do the same sorts of things, more or less, to

verify their hypotheses about what the siren meant. The major difference is (1)

that those who thought it might be a raid did more of everything, and (2) used the

telephone.

Sequ of Verificative Actions Taken

An analysis of the t,pical sequence of information-seeking actions reveals

that the most frequent first actions consisted in ei ther discussing the situation
with a handy associate or looking outside to see what was going on in the street.
Turning on--or paying stricter attention--to radio or television was also frequent

mentioned as a first action, although considerably less often than the former two.

For those who went on to a second action, turning to the mass media was frequently

cited, while looking outside was mentioned almost as frequently. Those who reported

three or more actions tended to be the ones who actually went outside to see or 

ask. A typical sequence of communication-oriented activity would thus be (1) talk-
ing to a companion and! or looking outside; (2) tuning in the radio; (3) actua lly
going outside. Although going outside was only the third typical action, it should

be borne in mind that, if these data are extrapolated again, out of eve ten house-

holders (and perhaps slightly more) went out into the street that night.

The Respondent as InforIPant

Altogether, the few minutes of uncertainty after the siren blew were filled

wi th a tremendous exchange of information. Every newspaper office, radio station,

telephone exchange, police headquarters and the like were swamped with inquiries.

The newspapers treat this aspect of the story very fully.

But, in addition to the formal agencies of inquiry anybody who was with any-

body else discussed the siren and theorized about it. Before asking respondents
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where they turned to seek information, we asked them whether anybody had asked them

for advice. ''lThen the sirens went off, " the question (Q. 17) asked, "did anyone ask

you what you thought the sirens meant?" About one-third of the respondents to whom

we put the question (persons who had heard the siren and who entertained a hyothe-

sis other than ball game only) said yes. About three-quarters of these people were

consulted by others in the same room or apartment and about one-quarter was con-

tacted in person or by phone from " outside. Interestingly, respondents did not

define this question in terms of inquiries from family members, for very few of them

mentioned spouse or other relatives. Absent, too, was any contact with strangers.

Most mentioned friends.

Sumary of Actions Taken

Almost nobody took protective action. The six persons who did, represent about

2% of our overall sample and about 6% of those who thought it might be a raid.

Many more persons, however, contemplated action--predominantly thinking of going to

the basement.

Prominent among the reasons for not taking action--among those who took the

siren seriously--was a lurking suspicion that the sirens were not sounding a genuine

alarm, a lack of knowledge of what to db and a general feeling that nothing can be

done and, third, the lack of any real supporting evidence in the environment.

This emphasis on supporting evidence implies that people sought out additional

information before acting. In general, they discussed the situation with someone

who was present in the household, turned on the radio, looked outside and" sometimes,

went outs ide.

However unambiguous the air-raid siren is as a warning of an impending enemy

attack-and its ambiguity is increased., of course, when the siren is used the way

it was on September 22 and., perhaps, even when it is tested on Tuesday mornings--it

is evident that most people do not feel that the siren alone represents a clear-cut
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message. They feel the need for additional information to corroborate what they

think the siren means. And, if the sources they consult do not reinforce the

siren, people will not act in accord with i tit

The Port Jervis stuqy demonstrated that ambiguity in a situation in-
creases the need for confirmation. Danzig, city, p. 59.



VIII. ATTITUES OF CHICAGOANS TOWARD THE THREAT OF WAR
AN THE EFFICACY OF CIVIL DEFENSE

We have seen that many Chicagoans took the sirens seriously. To this point,

however, we have been concentrating on reactions to the specific stimulus of the

sirens on the night of September 22. It would seem worthwhile, however, to take a

step further back and try to examie more deep-rooted attitudes toward the inter-

national situation and the threat of war. Have Chicagoans given thought to the

possibility of war? What do they think they wpuld do in their own defense? Have

they confidence in the Civil Defense admnistration?

The Likeli.1'ood of War

We asked respondents about the likelihood of another world war (Q. 53) alJd

the distribution of their replies is as reported in Table 50.

TABLE 50

ATTITTJDES TOWARD THE LIKLTIOOD OF WAR

War is: Per Cent

N = (225) lOO

Certain

. . . . . . . .

Almost certain

. . . .

Ver, Likely

. . ... . .

Not at all Likely

. . 

Don f t Know 

. . . .

Refers to Question 53 in Interview Schedule.

About half of all Chicagoans who answered this question emphatically believe

that war is IInot at all likely. On the other hand, 40% believe that there is a

genuine possibility that there will be another world war. So, the population is

very divided over this question.

The population is not at all divided, however, on whether Chicago would be

endangered in case of war. "In the event of atomic attack, " we asked, "do you

-70-
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thin Chicago will be bombed?tI (Q. 78) and almost 9 out of every lO respondents
answered affirma ti vely. Only l2% think that Chicago would 'not be attacked.

When we asked how much warning time might be expected before an enemy attack

(Q.69), a majority of Chicagoans replied that the warning time would be less than

thirty miutes. In fact, 40% think that there will be less than fifteen miutes

in which to prepaX'e 1

If bombed, fully 60% of Chicagoans expect total destruction! (Q. 79) They

do not expect themselves or, indeed, anyone else in the city to surive an atomic

attack. Only about one-third of the respondents qualified their remarks in any way

or gave any indication of optimsm about the possibility of survival following an

atomic attack.

All this can be sumrized as follows: (l) The population is divided over the

likelihood of war; 40% believe that another world war is a real possibility. (2)

If war comes, however, almost everybody believes that Chicago will be bombed.

(3) If Chicago is threatened with attack, most people expect very little advnce

warning. (4) If the attack actually comes, most people expect total death and

destruction.

Contemplated Action in Case of Attack

We asked, "What do you think you would do if you got the signal that there

was going to be an enemy attack?1I (Q. 69). Most respondents mentioned some form

of specific protective behavior, by far the most frequent of which was going to

the basement to seek shelter. About 5% said that they would leave tow if there

were enough time. About 10% said that they would seek further inform tion and! or

await Civil Defense instructions as to what to do; and over 10% voiced complete

despair about the w.Qrthwhileness of doing anything. Most respondents gave several'

answers to this question, thus making it difficult to compare with the rather
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similar question asked in the Oakland study. Nevertheless , it appears that the

distribution of replies is rather similar except that more Oaklanders than Chicago-

ans may have protested that they did know what to do.

Followng this question, Chicagoans were asked whether they had ever thought

about this subject "before just now. " We were interested, of course, in the extent

to which people had given previous thought to these matters. More than half of the

respondents answered that they thought about it before.

Then we asked, (Q. 70), "If you heard a warning and wanted to get some more

information about what was going on and what to do, where would you try to get it?"

Table 51 reports the results.

TABLE 51

EXPCTED SOURCES OF ADDITIONA INORMTION

Chicago

CI . I) ..

Oakladl
Radio

. . 

Television

. . . .

CONELRD

. . . 

Ask some person

. .

Telephone

. . . . . j

Other

. . .. . . . .

Don't Know

. . . 

N (Total ReSPO dentsl(241) (124)

Note: Percentages equal more than 100
because of multiple replies.

In both Chicago and Oakland, only a minority of respondents explicitly men-

tion Conelrad as a source of additional information. On the other hand, more than

a third of the respondents in both cities say that they would use the telephone to

gain a ddi ti ona1 inforIa ti on. In Chicago, a majority of this latter group say that

they would call the telephone company o dial lI perator. 

Adapted from Scott, 
il., 

p. 26.

Others would telephone
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police, Civil Defense, the fire company, the newspapers. A large proportion in

Chicago, and somewhat fewer in Oakland, say that they would tune in their radios

(and some say their television sets; these were relatively unavailable at the time

of the Oakland study).

Compared with wha t people actually did on September 22 (see Chapter VII):

the kinds of verification which Chicagoans anticipate attempting in the case of a

real alert fall heavily in the "Conelradll and "telephone" categories and only

lightly in categories such as "going outside ll or "looking outside. en the

sirens sounded for the White Sox, that is, almost nobody tuned in Conelrad and only

about 5% of those who thought it might be a raid used the telephone as compared

with 23% and 32% respectively who say that they would do so in the event of a real

alert. 1 On the other hand, many people looked or went outside or asked other

people; people do not often menticn these categories when they are asked to antici-

pate their behavior in the event of a real alert. Turning to the radio or TV for

further information seems to be the most stable response of all.

Knowle dge of Civilian Defense

Only about one-quarter of the population spontaneously mention Conelrad when

asked where they would go for addi tional informtion m the event of an enemy at-
tack. To see whether this reflects the extent of knolrvledge of the existence of

Conelrad, we asked respondents whether they were aware of a civil defense radio

station broadcasting in Chicago (Q. 7l). Even though this question invites re-

spondents to answer "yes ll (even if they do not really know of the station), 40% of

Chicago household heads answer "no" or "don 't know. If the respondent answered

yes " (about 60% did), he was asked whether he knew the name of the station and

whether he the numbers on the radio

The Oakland and Chicago results concerning anticipated use
phone compare closely with the .figure obtained by Wi they, op.. ci t.,national sample. of the tele-

us ing a
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dial (Q. 71A, C). About half of those who clam.ed to know that civil defense

operates a radio station in Chicago knew the correct name (Conelrad).

correct numbers, Table 52 reports the distribution of replies.

As for the

TAIE 52

KNOWlXE OF LOCATION OF CIVIL DEFNSE STATION
ON RADIO DIAL

Per Cent

Gives correct numbers

. . . . .

0 .
Doesn't know munbers, but
numbers are marked on dial

. . . .

Respondent says he knows
numbers J but gives incor-
rect numbers

. . . . . . . . . . 

Responden t doesn't know
numers, but knows other
stations leave air 

. . . . . 

0 . .
Other

. . . .. . . . .

Doesn't know numbers

.. . . .. . 

N (Those who know there is a
Civil Defense station) . . 0 (147)

Table 52 indicates that only about hO% of Chicago household heads who know

that there is such a thing, know where to find their Civil Defense station on their

own radio. Only 27% actually know the numbers. All the others do not. That means

that only about 1 of every 4 household heads in Chicago knows both that (1) Conelrad

exists and (2) where to find it. This figure ' corresponds very well with the 23%

who say that . they would tune their radios to Conelrad in the event of an enemy at-

tack (Table 51) 

Table 53 examines the relationship between education and information about

Conelrad.
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TABLE 53

KNOWLEDGE OF CIVIL DEFENSE STATION AND EDUCATIONAL IEJ'L

Grammr School Some High High School Some College
or less School Graduate or More

Per cent vrho know that
there is a C. D. sta':
tion in Chicago 36 (67) (51) 79 (57) 74 (49)

Per cent (of those who
know there is a sta-
tion) who nams Conel-
rad .

Education is positively related to knowledge of the existence of a civil de-

fense station in Chicago (though those with College education are no more likely

than High School graduates to know this). A similar findig is reported by va they. 1

Of those who know that the station exists, about half of each group, except the

Grammr School group, know that its name is Conelrad; only 37% of the Grammar School

group who know that there is a civil defense station can correctly identify it by

name.

Whose Job Is It To Sound Siren?

Respondents were also asked, "As you understand it, whose job is it to decide

to ring the sirens in case of a real attack?" (Q. 64). Their answers appear in

Table 54.

TALE 54

WHOSE JOB IS IT TO RING SIRNS?-;:-

Per Cent

Civil Defense

. . .

iAtayor . . . 

. . 

Fire Chief

. . . . .

Government

. . . . .

Air-raid wardens

. .

Other. . . 

. . . . .

Don I t Know

. . . . .

N = 225 -
Refers to question 64 in Interview Schedule.

-:tAdds to mo.re than lOO beca se of multiple replies.

ratliey, cit

., p. 
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Clearly, Chicagoans are confused on this point. They do not have any real

idea whose responsibility it is to mae the d-ecision that the sirens should sound.

The large numer of mentions of the mayor and the fire commssioner are understand-

able in view of the publicity given to the Septenier 22 siren. We will retur to

this point in the following chapter in evaluating what people learned from that

night' s experience.

tti tudes Tovrard Civil Defense

Before conc111ding this chapter, however, it is important to examine the atti-

tudes of Chicagoans toward the efficacy of civil defense, particularly in view of

the overall pessimism in the population concerning the chances of survival follow-

ing an atomic attack. To ascertain how Chicagoans feel about this matter, the

following question was asked: "Some people have said that in the event of an

atomic attack Civil Defense would be useless in aiding civilians to survive. Would

you strongly agree , agree , disagree , or strongly disagree with this statement?"

TABLE 55

ATTITUDES TOWARD THE EFFICACY OF CIVIL DEFENSEi

Civil Defense Would Be Useless"

Strongly Agree

Per Cent

. . . .. . . 

Agree

. . . .

Disagree

. . . . . .

Strongly Disagree

. . . . . . .

Don't Know, undecided

. . . . . . . . .

N = 24l lOO
*Refers to Ques ion 77 in Interview Schedule.

Nea ly one-quarter of the heads of households in the city of Chicago agree

with the statement that "Civil Defense would be useless in the event of an atomic

attack. " Two-thirds of this population disagree, among whom about 20% disagree

strongly.
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A related question was asked in Oakland, although it had a very different

emphasis. "All in all, fI Oaklanders were asked, IIwhat's your general opinion of

Civil Defense in Oakland? Do you thik it' s necessary? Do you think it works
well?!! Oakland was virtually unanimous in affirming the worthwhiieness of civil

defense. If we assume that there is at least some inherent comparability in the

two questions and the two situations, it appears that Chicagoans are very much more

negative concerning the efficacy and desirability of the organization for civil de-

fense than the Oaklanders. Nevertheless, it must be borne in mind that the Chicago

question would be anff'Vered both by' critics of the existing civil defence admistra-
tion and Qy those who think that no human effort or organization can cope with an

atomic attack. It is difficult to sort out these two meanings, although there is

no doubt that the critical replies include some which are critical of the civil

defense organization. Indeed, a number of those who disagreed with the statement

that civil defense would be useless nevertheless volunteered criticism of its

present organizational activity..

We asked respondents whether they would be willing to give time to train as

civil defense workers. Table 56 reports the results.

TABLE

wr.uING TO GIV TllJI AS CIVIL DEFENSE WORKER?-*

Per Cent

No 

. . . . . . . . . .

Don't Know 

. . . . .

Alreaqy giving time. .N :: 212 100
efers o Ques on tJo in Interview edule.

Yes

. . . .

Equal proportions of Chicago household heads say that they would and would not

be willing to give time to train as a worker in the civil defense organization. One

per cent say that they are already enrolled in some sort of civil defense work and,
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elsewhere in. the interview (Q. 73), it was ascertained that some 14% consider that

they are presently receiving, or already have received, some civil defense training.

On-the-job training accounts for the largest proportion (31%) of this latter group

while others cite experience and tra:iing in the service (26%), air-raid drills at

school (15%) and other sources of training.

Interestingly, as Table 57 shows, one's general attitude toward the efficacy

of civil defense seems to have little direct bearing on one I s willingness to volun-

teer to be trained or to work in civil defense.

TABIE 57

ATTITUDES TOWARD THE EFFICACY OF CIVIL DEFENSE AND WILLINGNESS TO'

GIV TIM TO CIVIL DEFENSE WORK

Willing to Give Time "Civil . Defense Useless
Civil Defense Worker Strongly Agree, Strongly Disagree

Agree Disa ree
Yes

...

Don 't Know

Already giving time

100 100
N = (49) (144) ,

One would expect that those who affirm the value of civilian defense would be

more willing to volunteer. But Table 57 shows ver, little difference in willing-

ness to give time between those who agree or disagree with the statement. The

small differences are in the expected direction, fuut they uim. $mall inneed.

Conclusions

Altogether, then, we get a picture of a city that is not unconcerned about the

possibili ty of a genuie air-raid. People have given thought to the question of

what they would do should a real raid come. Most people have some vague notions of
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taking cover, though many doubt the efficacy of any sort of action. One-quarter

of the population believes that civil dei'ense would be useless in case of a real

attack. But even those who do indicate how they would try to protect themselves,

and even those who do believe that civil defense would be of some use, are never-

theless convinced that war will bring an atomic attack and that an atomic attack

on Chicago would bring total destruction. Half think that war is inevitable; the

other half thi it "not at all like ly. "



IX. WHP.T PEOPLE LENED FROM THE EXPERIENCE

----

Final1y we want to ask whether there was any profit at all in the experience

of the night of September 22 Did anyboqy learn anything useful, for example?

!-t Hude'3 Towa-rd the Propriety of Soun ing the Sirens

First, as backgroun it would be well to consider people I s reactions to the

decision to sound the sirens. . Did they think it a good idea? (Q. 63A).

TABLE 58

WAS IT A GOOD IDE TO SOUND THE SIRENS FOR THE WHITE SOX?

Per Cent

Good idea

. . . . . . . . . .

100

Not a good idea

. . . . . . 

Ambivalent (good and bad) . 

N = (225)

Four out of fi1,e respondents thought that it was not a good idea to sound the

sirens.. Every fifth person, however, seemed to agree that it was a good idea or, at

least, a not altogether bad idea. Table 59 shows hO'\I opinions about the sounding

of the sirens differed amohg the several educational groups.

TALE 59

EDUCATION AND ATTITUDES TOVvARD THE SOUNDING OF THE SIRENS

Per Cent Who Thin
It Was a Good Idea

Low education. 

. . . . .

Medium education

. . . 

High education

. . . . .

20 (69)
19 (ll2)

(53)

The group with least education is proportionately more favorable to the idea

of the soundig of the sirens than the medium education group, and the latter is about

80-
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as unfavorable as the group with a college education. Nonetheless, even the

lowest-educated group contains no more than about 20% who approve.

Let us now see how diferences in interpretation of the sirens--when they

sounded--affect opinions about the propriety of having sounded them.

TABLE 60

J1JENING OF THE SIRNS AND ATTITUDES TOWARD SOUNING THEM

Respondents
Who Thought:

Per Cent ViTo
Thought: It Was Good Idea

Game Only (l8)
Other. (7)
Air-Raid Alert (8)

Table 60 indicates that those who knew imm.ediately that the sirens were

sounded only to signal the baseball victory were considerably more favorable to

the idea that they were sounded than those who thought otherwise. This stands to

reason, of course, hut it should be noted nevertheless that, even among this group,

a large majority felt that the soundig of the sirens was a bad idea.

The overwhelmg opposition to the decision of September 22 dwindled consider-

ably when we asked, IIIf there had been enough time to warn everybody by announcing

it in the papers and on radio and TV, do you think it would have been a good idea

to ring the sirens?1I Had there been such advance warning, about half of the heads

of Chicago households say that they would have been in favor of soundig the sirens.,

These people, of course , are saying that they don It see anjrthing "sacred" about the

sirens in the sense of their being IIset apart" for a specific purpose and for that

purpose only. They are willing to see them used for other things, too, providing

that adequate warning is given. On the other hand, about half of the population

disagrees.
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What Did People Learn2

But what" specifically, did people learn from their having sounded? There are

two ways in which we have tried to answer this question. One way was to ask the

people who could correctly identify Conelrad, or who had some idea of whose job it

is to sound the sirens, when they had learned this. The other way was to ask re-

spondents directly what they had learned from the experience.

As for answers to the IIwhen did you learn this?" questions, there are conflict-

ing results. Of the people who knew the Conelrad numbers on the radio dial (see

Table 50 of the previous chapter)" only two persons altogether said that they had

learned this following the episode of September 22. All the others said they had

known this before. In view of the widespread newspaper coverage, and the frequent

mention of Conelrad in these stories" it is surprising that more people did not

learn a pie'8 of information which many explicitly thought they should know1 The

desire for such information and, in general, for instructions concerning what to do

in case of an enern attack seems to be high, but the actual learning of relevant in-

formation- especially considering its easy availability in the newspapers--was sur-

prisingly low.

On the other hand, in replying to the "when did you learn this?" question that

was appended to "Vvhose job is it to ring the s:iens in case of attack?" almost one-

third of those who replied said that they had learned this after the night of

September 22. As we have pointed out, most of the replies to this question were in-

correct in one way or another, but the fact remains nevertheless that a sizable pro-

portion who learned (or mis-learned) that it is the mayor, or the fire commssioner

or somebody else who has cl1.arge of sounding the sirens, learned this as a result of

the sirens sounded for the lJJhite Sox pennant victory.

Turning now to the direct question (Q. 100), we must now analyze open-ended

replies to the query: "Just to sum it all up, what did you learn from this
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experience that might be useful to people who have to plan for future emergencies?"

Table 61 is an attempt to organize these answers ll1tO meaningful categories.

TABLE 61

WHT DID PEOPIE LERN FROM THE EXPERIENCE

Learned About Per Cent

Irresponsibili ty of use of siren; people
should have been warned; sirens should
be sounded only for emergencies; etc.

Civil defense: paucity of information
about ciVi defense procedures; in-
adequate facilities (e.g. shelters) .

People: that they become frightened
easily, that they cannot be counted on
to act rationally; that situation is
jittery

. . . 

. . 0 

. . . . . . . . . . 

0. .

.. . .. . 

Futility of defense: that there is no
real defense against atomic attack. . .

Next time will know what to do

. .. . .

Learned nothing

. . . . . . . . .

N (Total replies = 200) 100

The largest group of replies centered on the inappropriateness and irresponsi-

bility of those who sounded the siren; people emphasized that they hoped that this

would teach . a lesson for future occasions.

The next largest categor, emphasizes the realization that people are poorly

informd and poorly trained for coping with a genuine alert. Some people felt that

more extensive civil defense training should be given; others were simply concerned

with the fact that they did not knovv the Conelrad numbers; while still others were

concerned' over the absence of accessible air-raid shelters.

A third group of replies--considerably swaller than the first uffo--dwel t on 

what had been learned about psople: tha t they were easily frightened, that the in-

ternational situation has made people tense and jittery, and the like. A few people
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felt that they had learned what to do next time the sirens sound, while another

handful reiterated the futility of any' kind of preparation. Finally, a not in-

considerable group (larger than the 12% in the table since this figure is based on

total replies rather than total people) say they learned nothing at all.

Here are a few typical replies:

#12: "Well, I learned it shouldn I t be used as a play-toy; it
was developed as a disaster warnings

#ll: "We learned in this way how confused and how scared people
become, that when something like this happens, people are
helpless--don 't know what to do.

#131: !II think they should tell us about the civil defense station--
where to find out on the radio , and further instructions on
what to do in case we have an air-raid. Now I know I don I t
know enough and just get excited. 

#20: "People are not prepared enough in case of a real alert...
They should advise people 3 little more about what they
should do in case of a real alert. Perhaps build more
shelters, but I don ! t know if that would help much because
of radioactivity.

Conclusions

Altogether , the experience was probably not wasted on Chicagoans in the sense

that many gave some thought to the question, I1What if it had been real?" Nor is it

irreleirant that they called these lessons to mid some weeks after the event
itself--that is, when the interviewing took place. Still, one senses that such

"lessons " are rapidly lost unless they are activated il' il'lediately. Certainly, the

one specific piece of information people might have learned--the Conelrad frequen

cies--was not learned a tall.



SUMMARY OF MAJOR FINDINGS

Following are the major findigs of our study:
Reactions to the Siren

About 83% of heads-of-households in Chicago heard the air-raid sirens

when they were sounded on the night of September 22 at lO:30 p. Six per cent were

were out of town. The remainder claim not to ve heard.

The non-hearers were disproportionately likely to be poorly educated,

wi th low incomes.. There was a high proportion of Negroes among the non-hearers.

3.. Most people were at home with their families when the sirens sounded.

A majority had watched the baseball game.

4. When the sirens sounded, 28% of those who heard the siren immedtately

knew it was for the ball game and never entertained any other thought. But fully

half of the population (of household heads) gave at least momenta thought to the

possibility of a genuine alert.

Of these latter, 2S% were flcertainfl that the alert was genuine; another

quarter felt "almost!! or "fairly" certain.

Differential perception of the meaning of the sirens is related to a

variety of factors. Those who were more likely to entertain the thought of a raid

(and less likely to have considered only the game) were also more likely (l) to be

non-baseball fans, (2) to have been in the company of family members, (3) to have

been in the presence of others who thought it might be a raid; (4) to be women,

(S) to be younger, (6) to be l fer-educated non-fans; (7) to believe that the in-

ternational situation is gettL g worse.

A maj ority of thos e who entertained the thought of a real air-raid re-

ported themselves as II scared. Holding interpretations of the siren constant,

those most frightened we.re (1) women, (2) white, (3) people who believe that war

8S-
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is "certain, " or (4) that the international situation is 1lforsening, or (5) that

World War III will be set off by mistake. Those who are (6) least up-to-date on

international affairs were more frightened that those more up-to-date. Those who

are (7) more preoccupied with civil defense were more frightened than those who

give little thought to civil defense. Finally, (8) those who were with individuals
who were nervous were more likely to be frightened, as were (9) those who were away

from their families.

Very few people took protective action of any kind. Respondents gave

three reasons for failing to take action even when they thought it might be a

genuie alert. A large group was IInot sure enough" (disbelief). A second group

felt that there were no other messages or signals to ccrrobora te the interpretation

of the siren as a genuine alert. A third group said that it was futile to take ac-

tion or that they were ignorant of the proper action if any. Women, and those

who were most frightened tended to give the last response most frequently.

On the other hand, many people attempted verifactor. action; they tried

to find additional informtion concerning the true meaning of the sirens. The

largest group turned on their radios; many looked out into the street; many con-

sulted others in the room or in the same dwelling unit. A typical sequence of

verifactory activity was (1) consulting someone in the same dwelling and/or looking

outside; (2) tuning in the radio; (3) going outside.

10. Ten per cent of those who thought it might be a real air-raid used their

telephones to try to obtain additional information.

Other A tti tudes . and Opinions

Half of the household-heads in Chicago think that war is IInot at all like-
ly. The other half is less optimistic and think that war is probable.

If war does come, however, almost everybody believes that Chicago will be
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attacked.

If Chicago is attacked a majority feel tha t there will be total death

and destruction.

In the event of an attack people say that they would go to the basement

or take other protective action. But nobody is very sure about 'what to do.

To obtain further informat.ion, respondents say they would use their

radios. A third however, say they would make a telephone call

Only 27% of the population lmow where to find Conelrad on the radio dial.

7", About one-quarter of the population feel that civil defense would be use-

less in case of an attack. More than two-thirds feel that it would be useful.

Almost everybody believes tha tit was a bad idea to use the air-raid

sirens to celebrate the baseball victory.

Respondents say that they learned something from the experience however.

Many said that they learned that the siren ought not to be used in the way it was.

Many felt that more thought and planning should be given to preparing the populace

for atomic attack and to training for civil defense roles. Thirteen per cent said

that they learned something about people; t.hat they become frightened easily, for

example.
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NATIONA OPINION RESEARCH CENTER

University of Chicago

Survey No. 425, November, 1959

REACTION TO AN UNSCHEDULED AIR- RAID SIREN

NO. INTERVIEW NO.

ADDRESS:

INTERVIEWER:

TIME INTERVIEW BEGAN:

Hello. Ny name is I work
for the National Opinion Research Center , and I would
like to ask you a few questions.

About a month ago . on a Tuesday night , September 22 , air-
raid sirens were sounded in Chicago. The sirens were
sounded to celebrate the White Sox baseball victory. 
are interested in finding out people I s reactions to them
and how you feel about the whole thing. 



Begin Card I

Did you personally hear the siren? (PROBE lF NECESSARY
night the White Sox won the game with Cleveland. They won
It was a Tuesday and the sirens were sounded about 10:30.
member hearing the sirens?)

it was the
the pennant.
Do you re-

Yes

. . . . . .. . . .

Don I t remember

IF "YES. " SKIP TO Q. 2

** IF "NO" OR IIDON' T KNOW If ASK A AND B:

Even if you didn t hear the sirens yourself , did you find out
later that they had been sounded (rung)?

Yes

. .

4M/: IF "NO. II SKIP TO B

If: IF "YES. " ASK (1) AND (2)
(1) How soon did you hear that the sirens were sounded? Was it

a few minutes after the sirens went off t later that night
the next day t or when?

Within a few minutes

Later that night

The next day

. . . . . . . . . . 

Later than the next day

. . . . . .

Don t know

. . . . . . 

(2) How did you first hear about it?

Friend, neighbor

. . .. .. . . .. 

18- 0

Relative (SPECIFY)

Stranger , passerby
Radio t TV

. . . . . .

Newspapers

Other (SPECIFY)

Don I t know , don I t remember

.. . .

Do you know what the air-raid siren sounds like?

Yes

. .. . . .. . . . . .. ..

-1-

1-14-

15- 1*

2**

3**

16- 1I
21J:f:

17- 1

. 19- 1



-2-
ASK EVERYBODY:

Here is a card with pictures on it. I would like you to tell me which
of these pictures comes closest to (the way the air-raid sounded to you
that night) (the way you think the air- raid siren sounds).

I . 

. . . . . . 

. 20- 6

. .

4 . . 

. . 

Don t know, no answer

I wonder if you can remember where you were that Tuesday night , a little
over a month ago. I mean, were you home or someplace else? (PROBE: It
was September 22 , at about 10:30 at night, the night the White Sox won
the pennant. That was a Tuesday night; is there anything special that
you usually do on Tuesday nights? Do you think you could have been
doing something special on that night? Some people were already asleep--
what time do you usually go to bed?

Doesn t reDeffber, clcesn t re all

.. .. .. .. ..

21- Y

At home

. . .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . 

At home of friend, relative or neighbor

At work

.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

At store, shopping

.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

Place of recreation
l10vi e . 

. . . . . . . . 

Private vehicle

.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

Other (SPECIFY)

Public place , vehicle, street, etc. .
Other (SPECIFY)

Asleep

Out of town

.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... .. .. .. .. ..

22- 23- 24- 25- 26-
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INTRVIEWER:

AT THIS POINT , STOP AND llKE THE FOLLOWING DECISIONS:

IF RESPONDENT HEARD THE SIREN ("YES" TO Q. 1)
ASK Q. 4

IF RESPONOENT DID NOT HEAR THE SIREN C'NO" TO

Q. 1) nUT HAS TOLD ADOUT IT "WITHIN A FEW
MINUTES" lQ. 1 A (1)7 ASK Q. 4.

II.

III. FOR ALL OTHERS WHO DID NOT HEAR E SIREN

NO" 9 Q. 1) SKIP TO Q. 52

Were you all by yourself or with other people when the siren went
off?

Alone

. . . . . . . . 

27- 3*

With others 4*"k

Don I t remember

. . . . '/( 

IF "ALONE, " SKIP TO Q. 5

** 

IF "WITH OTHERS, " SEE QUESTIONS ON PAGE 4



(CONTINUD)

.IF "WITH OTHRS. " ASK:

How many people were with you7

-4-

(CIRCLE ONE)
One

. . . . 

. 28- 1

Three

. . . .

Four

. . . .

Five

. . . . .

More than five. 

. .

(CIRCLE ONE)How many, if any, of these people were relatives?

. . . . 

ltC. UNLESS "NONE" \-lho were they?

One

Two

" . 

Three

. . 

Four

Five

. . . . . . , . 

More than five, 

. .

None

. . 

(I. E., Wife, brother-in-law, etc.

How many of these people were friends and neighbors? (CIRCLE ONE)

One

. ,. . . . 

Tt\FO .

.. . . . . . .

Three

Four

Five

. . . . . .. . . .

More than five.
None

. . . .

How many of these people were strangers?

. . 

(CIRCLE ONE)

One

Two . 

Three

. . . . . .

Four

Five
More. than five. 

None

. . 

29- 1fF

211

31;

4ff:

546

6:/f:

30-

31- 1

32- 1
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What were you doing?

33- 3 - 3 5-

33-

A IF RESPONDENT DID NOT IvNTION WATCHING 
TH GMil: Did you watch the

game (between the White- Soxand the Indians) that night?
Yes

. . . . . . 

. 36- 1

.. 

Don t t know, no answer

ASK l How about the locker room interviews on TV after the game,
did you happen to see them (also):

. . 37- 5"Yes

. .

Don t know, no answer

so!, . Did you watch the (ball game) (locker room inter-
views) until (it) (they) was/.weare. finished?

Yes

.. .. .. ... .. . .. '" ..

IF "YES" TO . About how long was it after the (ball game) (locker
room interviews) went off the air that the sirens were sounded?

0-10 minutes

.. . . 

11-20 minutes

21-30 minutes
31-45 minutes

46 minutes-one hour

. . 

Over an hour, later (SPECIFY)

. 38- I1f

39- 4
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Try to remember how you felt whert you heard the siren:
Did you feel scared, even for a moment?

Yes No 

. . 

. 40- 

y**

. 41 - 2** 
. . 42 - 6** 

.. . .. ..

13. Did you feel or get excited? 

. . .. .. . 

What 2bout uneasy, would you say you felt uneasy?

Were you annoyed, do you think? 43-

y**

about what the sirens
44- 2**

Did it make you curious--! mean
mem t? 

.. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . . . .. ..

Or, didn t you care at all about what the sirens
meant? 

.. .. .. . .. . . . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 

45.-

Do you remember any other feeling you had at the time? 46-

(1) IF "YES" TO G How would you describe the way you felt?

47-

** (2) IF "YES" TO A, B. C. D. OR E While you were (scared) (e cci ted)
(uneasy) (curious), would you say you were quite worried, a
little bit worried, not a bit worried?

Quite worried 

. . 

. 48- 1#

A little bit worried. .
Not a bit worried

. .

Don 1 t know, no answer 
# (a) IF AT ALL WORRIED: What were you worried about?

49-

58-
60-

51-
61-

58-
60-

59-53- 54.
63- 6/:.

56-
66-

57-
67-

52-
62-

55-
65-

14-
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Begin Card II

A. When you first heard the signal, what did you think it meant?
(PROBE: wehat the very first thing that came to mind?)

Wht else did you think it might mean?

Did any other explanations for the siren occur to you?

Anything else? (What was the final conclusion you cam to?)

IF ONLY "TO CELRATE VICTORY \I ASK E AN F:
E. Lots of people did not realize what the sirens were for. What do

you think made you realize that the sirens were sounded to cele-
brate the White Sox victory?

IF MENTIONS HENG ABUT SIRES ON RAIO, TV (IN 8E)
How much time would you say there was between the time you first
heard the siren and the time you heard the radio (TV) announcement?
Would you say you heard them at exactly the same time, or did you

hear the announcement after the sirens , even if only a few seconds

after the sirens went off?

1-11

12-

15-

Before

Duing

. . . . . . . .. . . 

. 14- 1*

. . . .

Afer

. . . . . . . 

*IF tlBEFORE" Did you hear anyone on radio (TV) specifically say that
the air-raid sirens would be rung?

Yes

. . . . . .

IF YES, GO TO Q. .5z.

IF NO, SKIP TO Q. .a

IF "DUP.ING" OR " : Did you ever, even for a second,
think it could have been a real air-raid warning?

2**

5**

15- 5+

6++

Yes

. . . . . . . . . 

. 16.. 1#

No . 2:/
fiIF "'YS" GO TO Q. 8

#1TI NO" SKIP TO Q. 52
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e. FOR THOSE WHO MEIONE MORE THA ONE EXPION IN Q. 7:

Now you ve told me about the different things you thought the siren
meant; I mean before you found out what it actually was. I would
just like to mae S\.e that I knw which one you thought of first 1
and then second, (and third), etc.

A. Which was first?

\!$'

B. Which was second

c. Which was third?

D. Which was fourth?

INTER NOTE CARULY

IF RESPONDENr HAS NOT MEIONE umIL NOW THAT HE THOUGHr OR
FINALY FOUN OUT THAT Tim SIRS WE FOR THE WHE SOX ASK "

E. When did you hear for certain that the siren was sounded
to celebrate the White Sox victory?

IF SA NIGHr

IF NE DAY OR LATER ASK "Fit

ASK Q. 10 (or 11)

Row did you find out?

16a-

17-

18-

19-

20-

21-
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9. FOR FIRST EXLATION IN Q. SA (Or TI (OTHE THA RE ALER): You told me
that you thought the sirens could have meant (REPEAT 8 A (or fl ). Did this
occur to you on your own or did someone or something suggest it to you?

On own .

, . . . . . . . . 

. 21a- 1*

Don t t know, donft recall

. . . 

SUggested.

. . . .** 

IF fl SUQOSTED J " SKIP TO D

* IF "ON OWN" OR "DON'T KNW, DON'T RECAL, " ASK A AN B:

A. What made you think it could have been that? I mean" what passed
through your mind that :mde you think it might be (S A (or 7J )

22-.

"'-=--

B. What made you think it might not be that--I mean wha.t occurred
to you that :mde you doubt this explantion?

23-

** IF "SUGGESTED" , IN ANSWER TO 9 ABVE; ASK D, E" and F:

D. Wh or wha.t gave you this idea?

24-

E. Wht thought occurred to you that made you think that it couldhave been (8 a)?
25-

F. Did something run through your mind and :mke you wonder about
this explanation?

26-

27-



(COliTINUD)

29-
30-
31-

10. FOR SECOND EXPLANATION IN Q. 8 ' (OTHER THN HEAL ALERT)
You told me that you thought the sirens could have meant (REPEAT 8 B).
Did this occur to you on your own or did someone or something suggestit to you? On own 

. . . . 

. . 32- l

Suggested 2**

. . . . . .

** IF

* IF
, A.

Don now , don recall
SUGGESTED " S P TO D

ON OWN" oll " DOU' T Y..OH, DON' T RECALL 
, II ASK A AND B

What made you think it could have been that? I mean , what

through your mind that made you think it might be (8 B)

passed

33- (t

"""

B. What made you think it might not be that--l mean hat did you happen

to think of that made you doubt " this explanation?

35-
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10. (CONTINUED)

** .

IF " SUGGESTED, " IN ANSWER TO 10 ABOVE , ASK D. E. AND F

Who or what gave you this idea?

What thought occurred to you that made you think that it couldhave been (8 B)?

Did something run through your mind and make you wonder about
this explanation?

ASK ALL:

About how long--that is, about how many minutes--would you sayyou thought it meant (8 B)?
A few seconds

. . . .

A minute or so

" . . . . .

Five to ten minutes

. . 

Thirty minutes or more

An hour or more

" . . " . .

Don I t know, don I t remember
can I t say

. . . . . .

36-

37-

38-

39- 1

40-
41-
42-

, (OTHR THN REAL ALERT)
could have meant
your own or did someone or

FOR THIRD EXPLANATION IN Q. 8

You told me that you thought the
(REPEAT 8 C). Did this occur to
something suggest it to you?

sirens
you on

Suggested

. . 

. . 43- 1*On own

Don t know, don ' t recall
** IF

* IF

SUGGESTED. " SKIP TO D

ON OWN" OR "DON' T KNOW. DON 'T RECALL" ASK A AND n
What made you think it could have been that? I mean , what
through your mind that made you think it might be (8 G)

passed

2**

44-



11.
11-

* IF "ON OHN " ASK A AND U: Continued

(CONTINUD)

. B. What made you think it might 

.! 

be that--I mean what in your mind
made you doubt this explanation?

** IF "SUGGESTED" IN ANSWER TO 11 ABOVE ASK D AND F:

Who or what gave you this idea?

What thought occurred to you that made you think that it couldhave been (8 C)?

Did something run through your mind and make you wonder about
this explanation?

46-

47-

48-

49-



12.

12-

FOR THOSE WHO DID NOT l1ENTION AIR-MID VlARNING AS A POSSIBLE EXPLANATION
Did you--even for a second--think it might be a real air-raid warning?

Yes

. . . . 

. 54- 1*

No 

. . . . 

2**

IF "YES. " ASK QUESTION 13

'c* IF " " ASK A AND SKIP TO Q. 16

A. Why not? (At the time , why didn I t you consider the possibility?)

13.. IF EVER mNTIONED AIR- RAID ALERT (IN Q' s. 7, 8 OR 12) ASK
You told me you thought the siren could have meant a real air-raid
alert. Did this occur to you on your own or did someone or something
suggest it to you?

** IF
* IF

55-

On own 56- 1*

2**Suggested
SUGGESTED " SKIP TO D
ON OHN " ASK A AND B:

What made you think it
through your mind that
warning?

could have been that? I mean, what passed
made you think it might be a real air-raid

57-
You told me that you thought (at least for a moment) that the
siren meant a real air-raid warning. Would you say that you
were certain of this, almost certain , fairly certain, not toocertain , or very doubtful that this could be the explanation?

Certain

. . . . 

. 58- I

Almost certain

. . . . . . .

Fairly certain

. . . . .

Not too certain

. . 

Very doubtful

..... . . . . .

UNLESS "CERTAIN " ASK C
C. What made you think it might not be that--I mean what in your

mind made you doubt this explanation?

59-
** IF "SUGGESTED" IN ANStoER TO A ABOVE ASK D D. Who or what gave you this idea? AND F:

60-

What thought occurred to you that made you think it could have
been a real air-raid warning?

61-

Did something run through your mind and make you wonder about
this explanation?

62-
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13. (CONTINUD)

ASK ALL:

About how long-- that is , about how many minutes--would you say
you thought it meant a real air-raid warning?

A minute or so

. . 

. 63- IA few seconds

. . . . 

An hour or more

. . . .

Five to ten minutes

Thirty minutes or more

. . . .

Don t know, don t remember
can say... 

. . . . . . 

While you still thought it might be a real air-raid warning, did
you want to do anything, I mean besides trying to find out for sure
what the sirens meant?

Thoughts of taking some form of action . . 64 - 1#

No thoughts about taking action. 

. .

2##

if (1) IF "THOUGHTS OF TAKING SOl:JE FORil OF ACTION" What was that?

65-

IF DOES NOT HENTION PROTECTION, ASK (2)
1NI IF " " ASK (2):

(2) Did you ever think of anything you might do to protect
yourself (and/or the people you were with)?

Yes . 66- 4-!

No . 

. . . .

+ (a) IF "YES" What did you think of?

67-

+f (b) IF "NO" : Why do you think it never occurred to you to
try to protect yourself (and the people you were with)?

68-
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Begi Card III 1-12-

14. Did you think a real attack was possible that night?

Yes. 

, . ,. . . . . . . . . . . . . 

13- l"i't
Yes, but didn't take it too seriously. 2-r,
No 

. . . . .. . . . . . . . ,. . . 

Don't know, can I t decide

. . . . . . . . 

4';r

l5. Now I'd like to talk to you about what you really did during the
time you thought it might be a real air-raid alert. I mean the
things that you did beside tryng to find out for sure 1'lhat the
sirens meant, What did you do at this time? (PROBE) At this
time did you call anyone to see 'if he or she was safo?

16..



15.

-15-

(CONTINUED)

A. Whose idea was it (to ), yours or someone else ' s7

Own idea

. . . .

17- 1

18-

19-

Someone else I

Don I t know. . .
IF NO NENTION OF ACTION THAT HOULD FURNISH PROTECTION l-Jhy do you

suppose you didn I t do anything to protect yourself (and the people
with you) from danger?

16. IF WITH OTHERS WIlEN THE SIREN SOUNDED Generally, what did the
people (person) you were with think the siren meant? (What kinds of

things did they think it was before they found out for sure?)

On the whole , did you thiru( (his) (her) (these) ideas were
right or wrong?

Right
'Jrong

. . . . . . . . 

Don t know

. . . . 

* (1) UNLESS "DON' T KNOW" Why did you think that?

20-

21- 5*

22-



. . . . 

. . 23- 1

16-

16. (CONTINUED)

B. Which of these would you say best describes the person (people)
you were with? (CIRCLE ONLY ONE) Would you say he was (they
were)--

--Excited and nervous

. .

- Confused and uncertain

--Calm and collected

. . 

--Amused at what was happening. 

-Angry

. . . . . . . . . . . . 

Or would you say he (they) just didn I t seem to care what the siren
meant

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

What did he (they) do?

IF ANY FORM OF VERIFICATION WAS SOUGHT: (What did he see?)
(Did he get the person on the phone?) (What was he told?), etc.

Whose idea was it that he (they) should (do this)?

Did you think that this was the right thing to do? Why?

IF SOUGHT VERIFICATION. :ASK F AND G

F. What did he (she) (they) think then?

Did you think this or something else?

25-

26-

27-

28-

29-



17-

16. (CONTINUED)

H. What did they do then?

30-

Did you think this was the right thing to do?

No . . 

. . . .

. 31- 1Yes

. . 

Don I t know

. . . .

Why did you think this?

32-

17. When the sirens went off , did anyone ask you what you thought the
sirens meant?

No . .

. . . .

. 33- 1Yes

. . . .

Don I t know

. .

* A. IF "YES" Who was it?

34-

Was he with you in the same (car (apartment) or((house) or did he
come to see you or call you on the phone?

In same car, apartment, or dwelling unit . . 35- 1#

From outside vehicle , apartment, etc. . 2##

(1) IF S ff: Did anyone outside call you or knock on your door)
to a$k you what the sirens meant?

No . .

. . 

36- 1+Yes

Don t know
+ (a) YES" : Who was it?

37-
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17. (CONTINUED)

iNJ: (2) IF FROM OUTSIDE. IN ANSWER TO B
you what the sirens meant?

Did anyone with you ask

. . 

. 38- 1++Yes

. . 

Don I t know

. .

++ (a) Who was this person?

What did you tell (first PERSON MENTIONED)?

D. What did (he) (she) eayand, dO then?'

E. 1Vhat did you

: ,

tell (second PERSON :ZNTICJ;ED)

What did (second PERSON MENTIONED) say and do then?

39-

40-

41-

42-

43-

18. Now I would like to ask you what, if anything, you did to find out
for sure what the sirens meant. What kinds of things did you do to
check on whether you were right about what the sirens meant?

44-
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19. Now I have to make sure that I wrote down everything you might have
done at this time. (REfil AND CHECK ALL APPLICABLE)

Yes No 1l 
Did you ask someone who was
with you what he or she
thought the siren meant? . . 45-

Did you look (outside) to see
if you could hear or see any-
thing? . . 

. . 

. . 46-

Did you go (outsid tE look
around or maybe to lREAD 

Ask someone what was going
on? 

47-

. 43-

Did you try to call someone
you know on the phone to
ask about the siren? . 

. . 

. 49-

How about the police or the
phone company--did you try
to call any public agency
like that to find out? 

. .

. 50-

Did you do anything like
turning on the radio or TV
or looking in the newspaper
for information? 

. . . . 

. . 51-

Anything el se? LIST
52-

ORDER (CIRCLE ONE FOR
EACH APPLICABLE

53- I

54- 1

55- I

56- 1

57- 1

50- 

59- 1

60- I

IF MORE TI1A ONE ACTION WAS CHECKED IN . 19 :

Now, if 11m not mistaken, first you..... (APPROPRIATE ACTION ABOVE).
that right?

A. Then you.... (APPROPRIt.TE ACTION ABOVE). Is that right?

20.

Then you

.,..

(APPROPRIATE ACTION ABOVE), etc.

REPE UNTIL ALL ACTIONS TAlmN ARE ORDERED.

'- .

INDICATE ORDER-OF ACTION BY CIRCLING NUNBERS IN Q. 19,

U -



20-

21. IF MORE THAN ONE ACTION IN Q. 19, READ ALL APPLICABLE

Please tell me which one thing influenced you most in deciding what

the sirens meant. Would you say that it was...

Something said by a person you know, like a relative or
friend, tha nf1uenced you most? . . . 61- 1

Something you saw or heard when you looked outside?

Something a stranger said?

Something an official ike a telephone operator or policeman said?

Something you heard on the radio or TV?

Something you read in the newspaper?

INTERVIEWER: PAGES 21 - 37 (QUESTIONS 22-51) FOLLOW UP THE ANSWERS
TO QUESTION 19. THEREFORE:

IF RESPONDENT
ANSWRED "YES" TO:

ASK QUESTIONS
ON PAGES:

21-24

27-29

30-32

33-35

3 6- 3 7

".r;t;.;

ASK QUESTIONS ON PAGES 21-37 IN ORDER INDICATED IN Q.
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Begin Card IV 1- 13-

ASK THESE QUESTIONS OF RESPONDENTS HHO ASlmD PEOPLE 'ilO '.JERE UITH THEN tmAT

THE SIRENS NEANT: FOR THOSE HUO CHECKED Q. .19 a

22. Now 1 would 1 ike to go back and talk to you about the people whom you
asked about the sirens--l mean the people who were with you when you
first heard the sirens. Exactly who was it you asked?

Neighbor

.. . . .. . .

14- 1Husband - wife

Relative (other)

. . . . .. . . . . . . . . 

Friend

. . .. . .. . .. .. .

Stranger
Other (SPECIFY)

.. .. . .. .. .. . . . . 

K 'IHE FOLLOWING SET OF QUESTIONS FOR FlRST' IERSC mE r PCl\"DNT ASKED FOR
ADVICE

23. A. Hhy did you ask
meant?

for information on what the siren

15-

lJhat did tell you about the sirens?

16-

Did you accept his explanation as the right one?

No . .

.. .. .. .. 

17- 1*Yes

* (1) IF EITHER "YES" OR "NO" : Hhy did (didn I t) you accept this
explanation of what the sirens meant?

18-
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23. (CONTINUED)

D. When something is bothering you do you ever talk things over with
Yes

. . . . . . 

. 19- 8f!

. . 

If (1) IF "YES" Would you say that I s very often, not too often , or
does it happen rarely?

Very often

. . . . 

. 20- 1

Not too often

. . . .

Rarely

. . . . . . . . 

If (2) IF "YES" Hhen you do talk things over with him , 'o1hat things
do you generally talk about? (Can you give me an example of
something you talked about recently?)

21-

Do other people ask for advice?
. 22- 1Yes

Don t know

About how old is
Age 23- 24-

Where does he (she) work--I mean what company or kind of business
is he in

25-

II. What does he do there?

26-

27-
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ASK THE FOLLOHING SET OF QUESTIONS FOR SECOND PERSON TIlE RESPONDENT ASKED FOR
ADVICE:

24. Hhy did you ask
meant?

for information on what the siren

28-

TI. Hhat did tell you about the sirens?

29-

Did you accept his explanation as the right one?
Yes 30- 1*

No 

. . . .

2'1c

* (1) IF EITHER "YES" OR "NO": Hhy did (didn t) you accept this

explanation of what the sirens meant?

31-

When something is bothering you do you ever talk things over with

Yes

No . . 

32- 81;

1/ (1) IF t1YESt1 \oJou1d you say that I s very often , not too often, or

does it happen rarely?
Very often

. . 

. 33- 1

Not too often 
Rarely

. . 

ift (2) IF IIYES : Hhen you do talk things over with him, what things
do you generally talk about? (Can you give me an example of
something you talked about recently?)

34-



24.

24-

(CONTINUED)

Do other people ask for advuce Z

Yes

. . 

. 35- 1

36-

37-

. . . .

Don t t know

. . 

About how old is Age

Where does he (she) work--I mean what company or kind of business
is he in?

What does he do there?

39- 42- 43-40- 41-

. -
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FOR THOSE 10 LOOKED( OUTSIDE )OR TRIED TO HEAR SO ilTHING Pd,T INDICATED . SIREN I S
1-lENING

: (

ASK IFQ. 19 b IS CHECKED

25. You told me earlier that you 10oked ,outside fO get an idea about the
sirens. Were you listening or look:mg puts ide) for anything in par-
ticular?

Yes

. . 

. 44- 1*

No . ,

. . 

* A, IF IIYES" Hhat were you looking (listening) for?

45-

26, What did you see? (What else?)

46-

27. Hhat did you think when you saw (FIRST
THING MENTIONED IN Q, 26 AnOVE , I,E" CHILDREN PLAYING , CAR SPEEDING)?

47-

28. What did you think when you saw
THING MENTIONED)?

( SECOND

48-

49-
59-

50-
60-

51-
61-

52-
62-

53-
63-

54-
64-

55-
65-

56-
66-

57-
67-

58-
68-
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ASK THOSE WHO WEN!t. SIDE )T AROUND fiSK IF 19 c IS CHECKED

29.

Begin Card V 1-13-

You mentioned before that when you heard the sirens you went( outsid

to look around. Were you looking for anything in particular when you
went (outsidey (there) Yes . . 14- 1*

No . .

. .

IF "YES"
(Probe)

What was it you were looking for?

15-

30. What did you see? (Probe)

16-

31. What did you think ,.,hen you saw
(Probe)

(first THING llNTIONED)?

17-

32. What did you think when you saw
lilNTIONED)? (Probe)

(second TIlING

18-

33. What did you do then?

19-

20- 21- 22- 23-
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ASK THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS OF' THOSE mm WENT (OUTSIDE) TO ASK SOME PERSON
(IF 19 d IS CHECKED

34. '101,1, told tIe th;;t you llent (O-u'tside) to S:: soraeone ,,:J,2.t
bke s;::rc;n eant. , ::1.ere did you :;07

IF NOT ALREADY CLEAR. ASK 

n. Did you have anyone specific in mind when you went (outside) to
ask someone?

** IF

* IF

NO, II ASK G
YES" ASK C - F
Who did you have in mind?

Why do you suppose you wanted to ask
meant?

I E.! F.

About how old is

Did you talk to

i! IF IlYES. " /TALKED TO (HIM)! SKIP TO Q. 36
i/:1 (1)' IF "

lDID NOT TALK TO II!!/ Did you

else?

IF "YES, " SKIP TO Q. 35
(a) IF " Oll What did you do then?

** G. IF IINO" TO D:Did you ask anyone about it?

of IF IIYES, II SKIP TO Q. 35
+f (1) IF "NO" \-Jhat did you do then?

Yes

. .

what the sirens

Yes

. . 

tl:1k to scneone
Yes

Yes

. .. . . . 

24-

25- 1*

2**

26-

27-

28- 29-

30- l:

2iM!

31- 1+

2++

32-

33- 4+

34-
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35. ASK A AND B IF RESPONDENTS ASKED INDIVIDUALS THEY DID NOT HAVE
SPECIFICALLY IN MIND:

Hho did you ask?

35-

Howald is (he) (she)?
36-

36. IF RESFONDENT ASKED ANYONE, ASK

What did say the sirens meant?

37-

IF DIDN' KNO\.J: What did you do then?

38-

IF PERSON GAVE RESPONDENT AN EXPLANATION
this explanation?

Did you accept

Yes

. . . .

39- 1*

. . . . 

* (l) ASK ALL Why did (didn t) you accept this explanation?

40-

IF RESPONDENT ASKED MORE THAN ONE PERSON WHT THE SIRENS MEANT . ASK Q. 37.



37.
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ASK OF SECOND PERSON RESPONDENT ASKED ABOUT THE SIRENS

A. About how old is (he) (she)?

What did say the sirens meant?

IF DIDN' T KNOW: What did you do then?

IF PERSON GAVE RESPONDENT AN EXPLANATION
this explanation?

Did you accept

* (1) ASK ALL:

Yes

41-42-

43-

44-

45- 1*

46-

57-
47-
58-

Why did (didn I t) you accept this explanation?

48-
59-

49-
60-

51-
62-

52-
63-

54-
65-

50-
61-

55-
66-

56-
67-

53-
64- 68-
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lISK FOLLOHING QUESTIONS OF THOSE FOR HHON YOF CHECKED 19 e
38. Earlier you said you tried to telephone someone you knew

what the sirens meant. Who was this person you tried to
(Probe: Anyone else?)

Husband - wife

Relative (other)

to find out
call ?

Begin Card VI 1-

. . . . . . 

14- 1

. . . . 

Neighbor

Friend

... ........ .......... .... . . . .. . . . . . . .

Stranger

. . 

Other (SPECIFY)

Were you able to get (first person mentioned)?

Yes

No .

. . . .

15- 1*

. . 

2**

** 

IF " , 11 SKIP TO 38 E AND F

* IF "YES 11 ASK n AND D:

iJ. at did (he) (she) think the sirens meant?

16-

Did you accept this explanation?

17-

What did you do then?

18-

*-lc IF "NO. " ASK E lIND F

E. Why weren t you able to get on the phone?

19-

Hhat did you think then?

20-

39. Why do you suppose you (wanted to) ask
meant?

what the sirens

21-
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40. About how old is (first person called)?

22- 23-

41. Where does (he) (she) work--I mean what company or kind of business
is he (she) in?

24-

42. What does he do there?

25-

43. Were you able to get (second person phoned)?

Yes

. . . . 

. . 26- 1*

2**

** 

IF "NO, " SKIP TO 43 D and E

IF "YES II ASK A AND C

A. What did (he) (she) think the sirens meant?

Did you accept this explanation?

Hhat did you do then?

** IF "NO, II ASK D AND E

D. Why weren I t you able to get on the phone?

What did you think then?

27-

28-

29-

30-

31-
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44. Hhy do you suppose you (wanted to) ask
meant?

what the sirens

32-

45. About how old is (second person mentioned)?

33-34-

46. where does (he) (she) work-- I mean what company or kind of business
is he (she) in?

35-

7 . What does he do there?

36-

37- 38- 39- 40- 41- 42- 43- 44-
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ASK THOSE liRO TRIED TO CAL PUBLIC AGENCIES Tim
19 f IS CHEClilD

.- You mentioned trying
phone. Did you call
did you call another

FOLLOWING UESTIONS: (ASK IF

to get the (and ) on the

any other agency? (Probe: Is that all? .. Or
gency? )

a. Telephone company. . 

. . . . . . . . 

Police
Fire

. . . . . .

45- 1

. . . . . . . .

Civil Defense

. .

Newspapers

Other (SPECIFY)

. . . . 

List "Other ': agencies called 46-

Did you call any place like the newspapers?
Yes

. . . .

No 

. . .. . .

47- 1

49. Were you able to get the (first AGENCY LISTED)?

Yes

. . . .

. 48- 8*

No 

. . . . 

9**

** 

IF "NO. " ASK D - F.:

* IF IlYES 11 ASK A AND C:

What were you told?

49-

IF TOLD IT vJAS NOT A RAID
after that?

Was there any question in your mind

Yes . 50- 111

No . . 

11 (1) IF "YES" What did you do then?

51-

IF RESPONDENT \-1AS NOT TOLD IT WAS NOT AN AIR RAID, I.E., IF TOLD

TO TAKE COVER OR THAT THE ADVISOR DID NOT KNOW. ETC

What did you do then?

52-
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Q. 49. (CONTINUED)

** IF "NO" TO Q. 49- ASK D - 
D. Why didn I t you complete your call to

53-

What did you think then?

54-

What did you do then?

55-

57-

50. Were you able to get (second agency listed)?

Yes

. . 

. 58- 1*

No . .

. . 

2**

.,,* 

IF "NO. II ASK D - 
* IF IIYES 11 ASK A B AND C:

What were you told?

59-

IF TOLD IT WAS NOT A RAID
Was there any question in your mind after that?

Yes

. . 

. 60- 41ft

No . . 

11 (1) IF "YES" What did you do then?

61-

IF RESPONDENT WAS NOT TOLD IT WAS NOT AN AIR RAID, I.E., IF TOLD

TO TAKE COVER OR THT THE ADVISOR DID NOT KNmv. ETC.
What did you do then? (Probe)

62-
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50. (CONTINUED)

** IF "NO. I: ASK D - F
D. Why do you think you couldn t complete your call to

63-

'fhat did you think then? (Probe)

64-

What did you then? (Probe)

65-

66- 67- 68-
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FOR THOSE HHO TURNED ON TIll RADIO , TV, OR LOOKED AT A NEHSPAPER, ASK THE
FOLLOVlING QUESTIONS IF 19 g IS CHECKED

51.
Degin Card VII

Defore , you said that you tried to check on what the sirens meant.
Did you turn on the radio, or TV, or look at the newspapers to find
what they meant?

Radio

. . .. . .. . .. .. ... .. .. .

Newspapers

.. . . 

* IF IIPv.DIO, II 1'SK A _. D

: .

Did you try one particular station or just spin the dial to try
to pick up information on any station?

Particular station

.. .. .. . 

1ft IF "PARTIClJ"LAR STATION, ' ! ASK (1) AND (2)

.. .. .. 

(1) What station did you try to get?

(2) Did you get it? Yes

.. .. .. .. 

No 

.. . . . .. 

What did you hear?

What did you think then?

What did you do then?

13-

14- 1*

2**

h':

15- 51ft

16-

17- 8

18-

19-

20-
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51. (CONTINUED)

1'* IF IITELEVISION II ASK E - II:

11hy do you think you chose TV and not the radio?

Did you try one particular station or just spin the dial to
try to pick up information on any station?

Particular station

-: 

IF IIPARTICULAR STATION. II ASK (1) AND (2)

(1) What station did you try to get?

. . . . 

(2) Did you get it? Yes

.. . .. .. .

No . .

.. . . .

What did you see?

I H.

*** IF IINEHSPAPERS II ASK I &

:!:

What did you think then?

ivhen you looked in the newspapers what did you have in mind?

Did you find anything in the newspapers that gave you an idea
of what the sirens could have meant?

Yes

.. .. 

No . . 

. .

-f IF IIYES . I; ASK (1) - (2)
(1) Hhat was that?

(2) What did you think then?

IF II What did you think then?

21-

22- 4+

23-

24- 7

25-

26-

27-

28- fr

29-

30-

31-
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Begin Card VIII 1-10-

52. We ve been talkg about the air-raid siren, but now I'd like to
talk about current happenings, and some of your own interests.

Do you think that the international situation is better or
worse than it was five years ago -- about a year after the
Korean War was over?

Better
W ors e

. . 11- 1 *

. . . . . 

2 *

3 *Same

. . . . . . .

DK 

. . . . . . . . . .

r- UNLESS "DON'T KNCW" : Why do you think so?

12-13-

53. How likely do you think it is that we are in for another world war?
Would you say it is certain, almost certain , very likely, not at
all likely, or highly improbable?

Certain. . . 

. . 

14- 0 
Almost certain
Very likely. 

. . . . . .

Not at all likely

. . . .

Highly improbable

. . . .

Donlt know 

. . . .

2 .;

4 -

r A. UNLESS "DQN IT KlO\Jl : Will you tell me why you think that?

15-
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54. Compared with other people you know, how up ""to-date would you
say you are concerning international affairs? Do you feel very
up-to-ate, not too up-to-date , or not up-to-date at all?

Very up-to-date

. . . . . . .

Not too up-to-date .
16- 6

65.

Not up-to-date at all

. . . .

Host
important

medium

18- 5

. . .

Which of these sources of information give you the most help
in keeping up with foreign affairs? Is it the radio or tele-
vision, newspapers , or magazines , or is it your friends , neigh-

bors and relatives? CIRLE ONLY ONE IN COLUMN B BELOVI)

(a) By listenig to the radio

. . . . . . . . .

(b) By looking at television

. . . . . . . . .

(c) By reading newspapers

. . . . . . . . . . .

(d) By reading magazines

. . . . . . . . . . .

(e) By talking to friends , neighbors or
rela ti ves 

56. How truthful a picture do you think (MEIUM IN Q. 55 B) gives of
what is happening in foreign affairs? Would you say it I S a truth-
ful picture, a not too truthful one, or a pretty false picture?

Truthful 19- 1

Not too truthful

Pretty false picture
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57. Do you read any newspapers regularly?

Yes

. . . .

IF IlYES" : What paper(s) do you read?

Sun Times

. . . . . . . .

Tribune

. . . . . . . .

Daily News

. . . . . . . .

Herald American

. . . . .

Dei'ender

. . . . . . . 

New York Times

Other (SPECIFY)

. . 

20- 

21- 1

58. A. What part of the paper do you turn to first?

B. v.That part do you read after that?

22-

59. Which magazines , if any,

23-

do you read regularly?
LIFE

LOOK. . 

. . . . . .

Tlri 

. . . . . . . . . . .

NEH3WEEK . 

. . . . .

FOST 

. . . . . . . . . . .

EBONY

. . . . . . .

Other (SPECIF)

25-26-27 -28-29-

24- X
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60. On the average week day, how many hours do you watch television
both in the daytime and at night? Do you watch--

Less than one hour

. . . . . 

One hour

. .

Two hours . . 0 

. . . . . . .

Three hours

Four hours

. . . . . .. . . 

Five hours or more

. . . .

30- 4

62. Are you a baseball fan?

31-

Yes

. . .. . . . . . . 

IF IINO, \I SKIP TO Q. 63
IF "YES, " ASK .A-

\vhat is your favorite team?

32- y-

34-

36-37-38-39-40-
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63. ASK ALL

A. Did you think it was a good idea to ring the sirens when
the Ivhite Sox won, or not such a good idea?

Good idea

. . . . 

I.., - 
. . 4.

r B.

Not a good idea.

IF "GOOD IDEA": Why do you feel that way?

. . 

42-43-

r-:: C. IF IINOT A GOOD IDEA11 : ASK (l) and (2) and (3)

(1) \,Thy do you feel that way?

44-

(2 ) If there had been enough time to warn everybody by
announcing it in the papers and on radio and TV
do you think it would have been a good idea to ring
the sirens? (Why? ) (Why not?)

(3 ) Thy c O you think it \l\ould be ,;Jron? to rin the sirens
on other occasions (besides an alert)?

45-

(4) How strongly do you feel about this?

46-
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64. As you understand it, whose job is it to decide to ring the
siren in case of a real attack?

IF DON'T KNOlJ , SKIP TO Q' s. 67 and 68

47-

65. When did you learn this? (See Q. 64). Did you find out about
this after the sirens were sounded or did you know it all along?

Atter sirens were sounded. 

. Before sirens went off

. . .

48- 1

66. Do you think this person (group)
job?

is the best one for the

Yes

. .

Don't know

. . 

-3r IF IINO" : Who would do a better job?

49- 1

50-
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67. What do you think you would do if you got the signal that there
was going to be an enemy attack?

51-

68. Did you ever think about this before just now?

Yes

. . . . . .

* A. IF UNO" l'Ihy do you think you never thought about it before?

52- 5

53-

69. If you heard the warning signals, how much time do you think you
would have before a missile attack started?

54-

70. If you heard the warning and wanted to get some more information
about what was going on and what to do, where would you try to
get it?

55-56-



45-

CODE ALL PARTS OF Q. 71, ASKING ONLY liHTEVE.l IS NOT OBVIOUS:

71. Do you know if there is a Civil Defense radio station broadcasting
in Chicago?

57 - 

59- 1

60- l

61- 8

Yes

. . . . . . . 

Do you happen to know what numbers they are on the radio dial?

- (

JRITE IN COMMNT L!)

Yes

. . . . . .

. By any chance, do you know the official name of the Civil
Defense station?

onelrad . 

. . 

Don! t knew 

. . . . . .

Other (SPECIFY)

(1) IF METIONS CONELRAD : When did you first find out about
onelrad? 'lias it before the sirens were sounded last

month or after?

Before
After

62- 64-63- 65- 66- 67- 60-

ilegin Card IX

... .. ..' .'"''

1-12-

14-
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73. Have you ever had or are you getting any Civil Defense training
or experience on your job, or in the armed forces or in some
other place?

Yes

. . .- .

*IF YES ASK A AN B

A. Where did you get (are you getting) this training
(experience) ?

How many hours a week would you say you spend (spent)
on 01 vi1 Defense training?

. . . .

. . . 15- 4*

16-

17-
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77. Some people have said that in the event of an atomic attack Civil
Defense would be useless in aiding civilian to survive. 'Ivould

you strongly agree , agree , disagree , or strongly disagree with
this statement? (How strongly do you feel about it?)

Strongly agree

. . . . . . 

. 26- 4

Agree 

. . . . . . .

Disagree

. . . . . . . . .

Strongly dis agree

. . . . . 

Undecided

. . . . . . . 

78. If a Horld War were to break out, do you think that atomic bombs

would be dropped on Chicago or not?
Would be

. . 

Would not be 

27- 1

. . . . . . .. . . .

Don't know . 

. . . . . . .

79. Supposing there were an atomic attack on Chicago. What do you

think would happen to you and your family? (vJhat else would
happen? )

28-29-

80. If you were asked , would you be willing to give two or three hours
of your time a week to train yourself as a Civil Defense worker?

Yes . 30- 1

. . . 

Don't know

31-
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81. As you (probably) know, we 've had important Russian visitors in
the United States recently and President Eisenhower is going to
visit Russia next spring. Thinking back, can you remember some

of the nameS of the Russians .,rho have visited our country?

Yes

. . . . 

. 32- 1

. . . . . . 

(LIST)

IF KIIRUSIICHEV NOT 1-1ENTIONED , 1\K !I:
A. Did you hear or read anything about the recent visit of

Premier in the United States?
Yes

. . . . 

. . 33- 4

. . . . . . .

IF "NO " SKIP TO Q. 83

34- 35- 36-

82. A. Now that Khrushchev has been to the United States, and you got
to see more of him, I I d like to know your own impressions of
what type of person he is. Here is a card with words on it.
"tvould you tell me which words best describe what you think
Khruschev is like?

Thinking back, I wender if you could remember how you felt
about Khrushche.vbefore he came to the United States. Which of
the words on the card would best describe your impression of
him about six nonths before he came here.

(A) (B)
After Before

Intelligent 37- 0 38- 0

Cruel
Cooperati ve

Shrewd

Flies off the handle

\oJants more power

Sociable

Untrustworthy

Sincere
"Butcher"

Don I t know
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Here are some statements that you may agree or disagree with.
strongly you personally feel about each one.

Strongly
agree

It is somehow unnatural to
place women in positions of
authori ty over men

. . . . . .

The government often holds back
information the people should
know about

. . . . . . . . . .

When a man is born, the success
he' s going to have is already in
the cards, so he might as well
accept it and not fight against
it 

. . . . . . . . . . . 

What this country needs most
more than Ipws and political
program, is a few courageous
tireless , devoted leaders , in

whom t 1:13 people can put their
fai th . . 

. . . . . . . . . . 

The world is a hazardous

place in which men are basi-
cally evil and dangerous

. . .

A child should never be allowed
to talk back to his parents
or else he will lose respect
for them

. . . . . . . . . .

1.. Nowadays , with world conditions
the "!Jay they are, the wise per-
son lives for today and lets
tomorrow take care of itself. 

39- 4

41- h

42- Y

43- 4

44- y

45- 4

46- y

47- 4

Agree Dis agree

Tell me how

Strongly Can It
disagree decide

Planning only makes a person

unhappy since your plans
hardly ever work out anyway. .

Obedience and respect for the
American government are the
most important virtues a citi-
zen c an have

. . . . . . . 

. . 40- y
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83. (CONTINUED)

Strongly
agree Agree Disagree

Strongly
disagree

Can't
decide

Some people believe that there
are many important things that
can never be unders toad by the
humn mind. Do you: . . 

. . .

49- 4

It is probable that someone
will press the wrong button and
set off World War III by mis-
take

. . . . . . . . 

. . . . 50- y

51-52-

84. Here s another kind of question--

If you had to choose, which would you rather have--obedient chil-

dren or educated children?
Obedien t children

Educated

. . 

. 54- y

Can't decide

. . 

B. Which would you rather have, success on the job or a friendly
atmosphere at work?

Success on job

. . . . 

. . . 55- 1

Can 't decide

. . . . . . .

Friendly atmosphere It . . . 

58- 59- 60- 61- 62- 63- 64- 65- 66- 67- 68-
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Demographic Information

Begin Card X 1-10-

85. What do you usually do--work full-time, work part-time, keep house,

go to school, or something else?
Work full-time

. . . . . . . 

. 11- 1*

Work part-time 

. . . .

Keep house

. . . . . . . . .

Go to school 

. . . . .

Other (SPECIFY) 
* A. IF "USUALLY WOnK" OR tlUSED TO WORK" ' What sort of work do you do

(did you do when you worked)?

OCCUPATION:
12-

13-

14-INDUSTRY:

86. Who is the main earner in this family?
Respondent

. . . . 

. 15- 1

Spouse

. . . . . .

It .. .
Parent
Other

* IF RESPONDENT IS NOT THE MAIN EARNR ASK A AND B

A. What sort of work does (main earner) do ldid (main earner) do when
(he , she) worke

OCCUPATION:
16-

17-

18-INDUSTRY:

87 Has anyone else in the family here earned any income during the last
twelve months? Yes

. .

. 19- 1

,. .. . . .. .. .

88. Well , adding together the whole family income, as well as any other
money the family here may have received from pensions, unemployment com-
pensation or other sources-- in which one of these general groups did the
total income of your family fall during the last twelve months--before
taxes, that is? (HAD RESPONDENT GREEN INCOME CARD)

A. Under $500 

. . . . 

. 20- 1

B. $500 to $999 

. . .

C. $1 000 to $1,999 
D. $2, 000 to $2,999 
E. $3,000 to $3,999 .
F. $4, 000 to $4,999 
G. $5, 000 to $7,499 .
H. $7, 500 to $9,999 
I. $10, 000 or over

. . . 

J. Don tknow .



What was the highest grade of s hool you completed?

IF MARRIED What was the highest grade of school your (spouse)completed? 
Respondent

-53..

89.

Completed 0-4 years

. . . . 

. 21-

Completed 5-6 years

. . . . . . . . 

Completed 7-8 years

. . . . . . 

Completed 9- 11 years

. . . . . . . .

Completed 12 years

. . . . . . 

Completed 1- 3 years college

. . . . 

Completed 4 or more years college

Spouse

22- 1

90. Were your grandparents born in the U. s. some other country'?
In. U. S. 23-

Other

In U. 

Other
In U; 

Other
In U. s.

Other
Don t know

In what country was your father born?
24-

In what country was your mother born?

IF EITHER PARENT BORN OUTSIDE U.
you born?

And in what country were

25-

91. What kind of work did your father do when you were a child?

OCCUPATION:

26-

INDUSTRY :.

.......- " . .. .

92. Where did you grow up- - I
during the ages of about
place else?

mean where did you live most of the time,
10 to 19--did you live in Chicago or some

Chicago

Other (SPECIFY)
\.1.

..... .

IF OnIER THN CHICAGO
Chicago?

State
How old were you when you came to

27-
28-
29-

30- 1

33- 34-



93.

* A'

** ll.

-54-

Do you own or do you rent this home?

Rent

. . . .

Ow . . . . ! 35- 1*

2**

IF "OWN" About how much would you say this home is worth?

36-

37-

94.

IF "RENT" How much rent do you pay per month?

. . 38- 0*

39-

40- y1#

X1i

01;

ifl IF "C.tTlIOLIC" 1.ND IF EVER ATTENDS: CHURCH: Nay I ask hOt-l often
you receive cammunion--do you receive--

More than once a month

. . 

. . 41- 2

What is your religious preference?

Protestant

. . . . 

Cathal ic 

Jewish.

. . .. . .. .. .. ... .. . . 

Other (SPECIFY)

None

.. .. .. ..

* (1) IF IIPROTESTANTtI :. What denomination?

How often do you attend Church (Synagogue) services?
at tend--

Do you

Once a week or more

1-3 times a month

.. . . . 

Less than once a month.
Never

.. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .

About once a month

A few times a year

.. . .. .. 

Very rarely

.. . . . .. ..

Quite apart from Church (Synagogue) going) how important would
you say religion is to you--very important) fairly important
or not important at all?

Very important

. . . . .. . .

Fairly important

Not important at all

Don t know. . . 

.. . .. .. .

42- 6
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95. In politics tOday, do you consider yourself a Democrat, Republican

or Independent?
4:3- 1Democrat

. . . . . . . . . . .

44- 1

Republican. .

. . . . . . .

45-46-

Independent

. . . .

47- 1

100.

Other

. . . . . . . . . . .

Don 't know.

. . , .

96. Did you vote in the last Presidential election? That was in 1956.

Yes

. . . . 

97. Would you tell me your age?

98. Are you married, singe, divorced, widowed or separated?

married.

. . . . . . 

single

divorced

. . . . . .

widowed. .

. . . . . .

separated.

. . . . . 

99. How many children do you have?
not only those living at home.

(Total number of children;

none

. . .

one

. . . . . .

two

. . . . . . .

three

. . . . .

four

. . . . . . .

five

. . . . . . .

six
seven

. . . . . 

more tha seven

48- 0

Just to sum it all up, what did you learn from this experience of the
air-raid siren going off, that might be usefu to people who have to
plan for future emergencies?

49-
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INTERVIEWER REMt1.RKS

(TO BE FILLED OUT I llDIATELY AFTER YOU HAVE LEFT TH RESPONDENT' S HOME)

If you were unable to secure family s total income for the year, enter here

your best estimate of their income. Make an estimate in all such cases!

48-

How would you class the level of living of this family as compared
to the average level in Chicago?

Very high
High. . .

. . 

. 49- 1

. . . .

Very low.

. . .. .

Average

Low

.. . . . 

13 . Discuss your choice in terms of the quality of furnishings and
decorations in the home , the way family members were dressed
any evidence of luxuries or lack of luxuries, etc. (TRY TO

IGNORE DIFFERENCES IN PERSONAL TASTE.

50-

Race of Respondent: Whi te

.. .. .. . 

. 51- 6

Negro 

. . . . 

Other (SPECIFY)

Sex of Respondent: Male

. . 

Female

. . 52- 1

. . .. .. 

Is there any evidence that the respondent was not completely
candid about his attitudes or behavior?

.. .. . .. ..

. 53- 1*Yes

* B. IF "YES" In which questions is this particularly true?

"I '

...

54-
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Would you say the resportdent had a vivid recollection of the events
which took place the night the sirens ere sounded?

Very vivid recollection

Not too vivid a recollection.

Very poor recollection

55- 1

. . . .

To what extent
incident? Did
involvement or

did the respondent seem emotionally involved in the
he indicate intense emotional involvement , medium

almost no involvement at all?

Intense emotional involvement. 56- 5

Medium emotional involvement

Almost no emotional involvement

INTERVIEvJER: PLEASE INDICATE ANY OTHER INFORMTION WHICH YOU FEEL

WOULD BE HELPFU IN EVALUATING THIS INTERVIEW AND
RE SPONDENT:

. .. . ,... 

9 . TUlE INTERVIEW ENDED:

10. DATE OF INTERVIEW:

11. INTERVIEWR r S SIGNATURE:

57- 58- 59- 60- 61- 62- 63- 64- 65- 66- 67- 68-



APPENDIX B. SAMPLING DESIGN AN COMPARISON OF CIfRACTERISTICS
OF SAMPlE WITH KNOWN STATISTICS

The sample was selected on the basis of 250 dvmlling units. Of this number,

241 were actually obtained. A general outline of this procedure is as follows:

Twenty-five census tracts were systematically selected with probability propor-

tionate to the n ber of households in 1950 from a list of all tracts in the city

of Chicago, ordered according to their median income (1950 Census). This method

was designed to insure a representative distrib tion of neighborhoods and to make

possible the conduct of approximately equal nu bers of interviews in each of the

sample areas.

Within each census tract two blocks were selected with probability propor-

tionate to the 1950 Census dwelling unit count. In order to insure an adequate

spread of blocks wi thin census tracts, the blocks were ordered in terms of location

and sampled systematically.

The "expected take" for each block was set ,at five dNelling units, thus givin

a total of ten dwelling units per tract and 250 for the intended sample size. The

expected" number of dwelling units for each block was obtained from the 

u of the Census, Block Statistics for the City of Chicago, 1950 The sampling

interval for each block was set as the total number of occupied mvelling units in

that block in 1950 divided by five. A random number (obtained from The Table of

Random Numbers) was chosen which was always smaller than the sampling interval.

This selected random number was used to , designate the first dwelling unit for in-

terview in the block. Systew.a tically every nth succeeding dwelling unit was

selected for interview; i.e., every counted dwelling unit correspondig to the

random numer plus the quotient obtained by dividing 5 into the total number of

occupied dwelling units within the block.

At all stages of the selection process--from census tract, to block, to

-89-
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dwelling unit to responaent-individual choice was miimized in order to obtain

as nearly an unbiased sample as feasible, given the budgetarJr limitations under

which the study was conducted.

Explici t instructions were given the interviewer for the selection of the

dwelling unit wi thin the sample block. Each interviewer was given a set of in-

structions and a "Sample Block Diagram" guiding him in the procedures for counting

and selecting the respondent by dwelling unit. The entire method was a systematic

procedure designed to leave little to the discretion of the interviewer. He was

instructed always to begin at the Northwest Corner of the block and proceed

clockwise" to count the dwelling units. After the initial counting he was then

to proceed, once again, from the Northwest Corner and select for interview the

head of household (w le or female) in the specific dwelling unit determined by the

sample sequence. The alternation of male and female heads of household in the

sample sequence was rigorously controlled by instructing the interviewer to select

as his first respondent in Block One of his tract, always a male respondent and

in Block Two , always a female respondent.

Interviewers were given special instructions to cover such difficulties as

non-existent blocks, blocks with net gains or losses in their numbers of mvelling

units since 1950, all adults in a given household being of the same sex, not-at-

homes, call-backs, and refusals. In no i.'1stance was the interviewer to make in-

dependent decisions about such watters without first reviewing the instructions or

consulting with the field supervisor.

In case of not-at-homes, the interviewer was required to make one additional

call at a later date and, if no contact was made the second time, the interviewer

proceeded to the dvrelling unit adjoining that of the originally designated one.

In the case of refusals--after one contact had been made with the designated re-

spondent and all hope lost for obtaining an interview--the interviewer was in-

structed to proceed immediately to the adjoining dwelling unit and select a
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respondent meeting the requirements of the interview sequence. F61 a aiBe BBi8

f tkie p;99E1 8.1!J?8 SEIEI tke etp ti2 S f9P Int9J? .=-ewerl3 1'.13 eJr.&.( A

A record of all refusals, call-backs, and not-at-homes was kept by the inter-

viewer on the Sampli g Unit Record Sheet Generally, this information was used by

the Field Supervisor as a gauge of interviewer contact with the originally selected

sample. A rather high rate of substitution gave some cause for concern as to

whether our sample was representative of the larger Chicago population. By-and-

large, we had used graduate students in the Department of Sociology of the Universi-

ty of Chicago for our interviewers, many of whom had little previous experience.

From the onset we had seasonal difficulties, severe cold, and the like. As the in-

terviewing continued from late November into December, shopping activities and

preparations for the holidays contributed to the rate of refusals. It is a well

known fact that Chicago is a notoriously bad place in which to interview. The

climte of suspicion" existing in this city, reinforced by the above factors,

serves to explain why we had rather poor success in obtaining interviews with the

original sample.

An analysis was w.ade of all information listed on the interviewers' Sampling

Unit Record Sheets. A break-dmqn of the total calls made of all people contacted

follows:
Per cent

40. interviews obtained of all contacts
2l. refused to be interviewed

32. not"a t-home after second attempt
no English spoken

100,, Total cases contacted

(N = 24l) .
(N = l3l)
(N = 193)
(N = 38 )

(N '" 603)

Percentage actually interviewed of the
originally designated sample 35.
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RePT..esen ta ti veness of the Sample

Available demographic comparisons, however, indicate that the sample popula-

tion is roughly representative of the larger Chicago population, at least with

respect to background variables.

TABLE 62

CIRCUlATION CONlPARISON OF FIVE NEWSPAPERS MENTIONED BY
RESPONDENTS WITH FIGURES OF AUDIT BUREAU OF CIRCUlATION, MARCH 31, 1959

ABC-Ci ty Zone Sample Data

Per cent Per cent

Sun Times

Tribune
American
News
Defender

Total lOO 100

TABLE 63

COMPARISON OF HOUSEHOLD INCOMES MENTIONED BY RESPONDENTS
WITH FIGURES OF SALES MAAGE:MENT: THE MAGAZIN OF MARKETING

WilY 10, 1959, IISURVEY OF BUYING P01NER

Sales Management Sample Da ta
Per cent Per cent

$ O -3, 999 .
$ 4, 000-9, 999 .
$10 000 -

Total 100 100

TABLE 64

COMPAR.ISON OF SAMPLE POPULATION OF CATHOLICS AND JEWS
WITH PR.OJECTED ESTDffTE 'OF CHURCH FEDERATION OF GREATER CHICAGO

Church Federation Sample Data

Catholics

. . 

J8VS 

. . . . . .
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TABLE 6

COMPARISON OF NEGRO SAMPLE POPULATION WITH JULY 1957 FIGURES
FOR NON-WHITE POPULATION OF CHICAGO COMMUNITY TNVENTORY (CITY OF

CHICAGO 

Communi tx Inventory

20%

Sample Data

23%

TABLE 66

CO;\WARISON OF EDUCATION OF SAMPLE POPULATION WI'I' FIGURES OF
1950 LOCAL COMMUNITY FACT BOOK, UNl"VHSITY OF CHICAGO PRESS, 1953

Fact Book I Sample Data

Per cent Percent
Elemen tary 

Completed High School
1-3 Years College

4 or more Years College

Total.
*Does not total 100% since intermediate comparisons are
mis sing.

Given that the interviewing continued through December, 1959--that is, some

three months after the event-- i t is important to raise a question concerning the
va1idi ty of the responses. Judging from our interviews, we have reason to believe

that the event remained highly salient. Interviewers estimate that 55% of the re-

spondents recalled the event vividly, and only 7% of the respondents liiTere judged

to have poor recollections of it. More interesting is the fact that a comparison

of the interviews completed in November with those completed in December indicates

no substantial difference in the distribution of interpretations concerning what

the sirens meant. As Table 67 points out, essentially the same proportion of

people during November and December reported that at the time they thought the

sirens meant an air-raid alert, or that they signalled only the White Soxvictbry,
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a fire engine or ambulance, or something else.

TABLE 67

CONfPA.11ISON OF INTERPRETATIONS OF THE SIRN DURING

THE MONTHS OF NOVEMBER AND DECEMBER

November I-,
Per cent Per cent

Game Only 2.5

Other
Raid Alert. .5.5

Total 100 100



APPENDIX C. NESPAPER COVERAGE OF THE EVENT

For approximately one week follollD.,ng the sounding of the air-raid sirens on

September 22, Chj.cago newspapers carried articles featuring the event. This Appen-

di section presents a sampling of these news stories, letters to the editor and
edi torials. We are grateful to the publishers who granted us permission to repro-

duce them.

These newspaper clippings are interesting from t1ro points of view: First,

they support and further document our findings and, second, they provide an oppor-

tunity to compare coverage of the very same news event by newspapers and by methods

of public opinion research.

As for the first point, it is clear from the clippings that Chicagoans were

seriously agitated over the sounding of the siren. Letters to the editor and edi-

torials were irate over the mis-use of the sirens and the character of the news

erage reveals the saliency of the entire episode. Here , the news stories and our

surey closely coincide.

On the other hand, however, comparison of the news stories and of the survey

also highlights some of the idiosyncracies of these two types of reporting. The

newspapers are rather more dramatic: they tend to imply that panic was close at

hand. The survey, of course, puts public reaction in quieter perspective. But if

survey methods provide a more balanced picture of public reaction, the newspapers

are better equipped to analyze actions and reactions at the level of officials and

organiza tions . Thus, the newspapers reported on how the decision to sound the sirens

was made by the Fire Commissioner, what Civil Defense officials thought about it,

etc. It is obvious that both sides of the story are vital. It is also obvious that

the "newsll is all but forgotten by the time the survey researcher gets around to re-

porting it.

-95-



When The Sirens Sounded
Reprinted from CHICAGO SUN-TIMES, Thursday, September 24, 1959

Fire Comr. Quinn has apologized for his
frivolous use of the area s air raid warning
siren system to celebrate the Sox pennant
victory. His civic enthusiasm got the better
of his judgment. He caused anxious mo-
ments for many Chicagoans.

The people have had driled into them
the instructions that the sounding of the air
raid signal-except for the weekly test at

10:30 Tuesday mornings-means an air
raid. Some persons connected the sound-

ing of the sirens to the Sox victory and

were unperturbed. But thousands who
could not conceive of the sirens being used
for a baseball victory-particularly since
they were touched off 45 minutes after the
crucial game was won suffered several

minutes of real apprehension.

It is true, as Quinn has pointed out, that
there should have been no cause for alarm
if the public understood the warning system.

A take cover signal would be a series of
short blasts or a wailng up and down tone
for three minutes. (What sounded was a

eady tone.) The public should then tune in
onelrad-640 and 1240 on the radio dial

to get the "aU clear" signal. If citizens
had known this and had used their radios
there would have been no confusion, Qilinn
says. But these afterthoughts do not ex-

cuse the misuse of the sirens and they show
that city and c,ivil defense officials have
done a poor job in educating the public
about the system.

Many persons were asleep and their first
reaction was to reach for their telephones

to call the police and newspapers to find
out the reason for the sirens. This hap-

pened on such a large scale, the telephone
automatic switchboards were overloaded
and, in effect, thousands of telephones
went dead." This added to the general

apprehension.

Many persons fearfully headed for theh
basements first and tuned their radios later
as they tbought tbey had been told to do.

The use of the sirens was supposed to

be authorized by a Chicago City Council

resolution callng for the ringing of bells

and blowing of whistles when the Sox won

Hands Off Tho!e Sirens!
Reprinted from CHICAGO AMERICAN, Thursday, September 24, 1959

T PROBABLY would have been impos- and were not greatly interested in who

. sible to spoil the evening for. Chicago, Wall the pennant. Whel1 these people

but the geniuses who decided to sound the heard an air raid warning, they very

air raid sirens as a White Sox victory naturally &upposed that an air raid was

signl came as close to it as anyone ould. on the way.

The terrifying wail scared people all over Tuesday night' blasts lessened the

the city, brought hundreds out into the effectiveness of the sirens as a warning,
street in their night clothes, swamped and guaranteed extra confusion if they
switchboards with frightened inquiries, ever do have to be sounded in earnest.
and made a sizable part of Chicago good
and mad.

In a proclamation issued last Wednes-
day, the city council directed that" bells

ring, whistles blow, bands play and gen-
eral joy be unconfined" when the pennant
was won. Fire Commissioner Robert Quinn
tpok this order to include sounding of the

air raid sirens, and he ordered. them
liounded. The kjndest thing we can find
o say about the whole idea is that it

;vasn t very bright.

LTHO the fact has tended to slip our
minds, there are a great many people

in Chicago who don t keep up with sports

HE SIRENS are not a signal for rejoic.
ing. They are the signal for a terrible

emergency, and they SHOULD NOT BE
TOUCHED for any purptse but their real
one or for the regular Tuesday morning
practice blasts.

The city council should right now forbid
unscheduled use of air raid warnings fol'
any other reason whatever, including
tornado warnings, and make sure that its
decision is well publicized and rigidly
enforced.

With that proviso, we re wiling to for.
get and forgive. After all, it's been
40 years.

the pennant. But the Chicago system 

tied in to the suburban system.

One war veteran told us the next day,
We did a lot of horsing around during the

war, but we never fooled with the air raid
siren. That thing scared me.

The eerie episode, like an , il wind , may
blow some good, however.

It showed, the hard way, as Quinn says,

that many persens do not know what to
do when the siren sounds.

The fiasco also may start Americans
thinking about the uselessness of an air
raid siren system. If the Russians launch

missile attack the atomic nose cones
would land before the sirens could be
sounded. The incident should provoke not
only indignation over use of the siren to

add to baseball hilarity but should provoke
discussion of the entire problem of civil
defense.

FALSE ALARM
Reprinted from CHICAGO TRIBUNE,

Thursday, September 24, 1959

There was wailng in the streets of
Chicago soon after the Sox clinched the
pennant at Cleveland. The wailng was
from the civil defense sirens, and in.
jected a few milion anxious moments
into what otherwise would have been a
thoroly joyous evening.

The air raid sirens have a well under.
stood, serious meaning. Unannounced
activation of the warning sirens should
mean just one thing. If it does not, it
wil soon mean nothing.

We hope that our neighbors, the Mil.
waukee Braves, win the National league
race-and that no civil defense warn:
ing systems wil be touched off in. cele.
bration of their triumph. Those sirens

have nothing to do with" general joy
unconfined." We never want to hear
those expensive sirens again, except in
their regular and expected Tuesday
morning tests.



Civil Defense Chief Praises
Chicagoans In Siren Incident

Robert M. Woodward, lll- Reprinted from CHICAGO SUN-TIMES, Saturday, September 26, 1959
nois director of civil defense follow civil defense air raid in- are prepared for an emer-
declared Friday that Chicago- istructions...." gency,
?s a ted , admirably when the He stil is receiving hundreds
r raid SIens blared Tuesday of complaints from irate citi-mght. 

. , . . 

zens because of the soundingIn pralsmg the cltIz:ns, of the sirens, Woodward said.
Woodward appeared to be alm- B t Q , 'd F 'ing new critic!sm at Fire Comr. has :ecei

~~~

n a

~~~

t 1 tterRobert J. Qumn, the man who f Ch' 

. '

th '" tauthoriz the siren-sounding rom . Icagoans. WI JUS as
f 11 . th Wh't S many fme compIJments as COIl-

The controvers ed on 0 ow ng 1 e ox pen- plaints.nant vIctory, 
over Tuesda ht' orne 0 te e ers sal 'umn as sal e near-

, ,

blast of air raid sirens after We are wIth you, We are forpanic touc e e SIrens
the White Sox won the Amer- indicated many Chicagoans stil you and This shows that theican league pennant. ha.ve much to learn about civil people of Chicago are not up
Scores of angry citizens defense procedures. on their civil defense proced-either phoned or sent pro- 

Without mentioning Quinn, ures.'''test letters to newspapers, the Woodward said Friday: "Any-mayor s office, Fire Commis- The siren incident. cou)d help
sioner Robert J. Quinn, and one who says this shows that pomt up shortcommg In 'he
Maj. Gen. Robert W. Wood- people don t pay attention to siren system , he asserted.
ward, state civil d e fen s e sirens 'and blames the people "It had been brought to myfor their undue alarm is, in mydirector. attention that many people nev-opinion, adding insult to injury.Action Demanded er even heard th sirens " the

Most of them demanded "The people behaved in a commissioner said,
manner which was most ad-

immediate action be taken to mirable under the circumstances Furthermore, said QuiIln, it
prevent a repetition of the and they understood the grave is' his opinion that public reac-
confusion created by the significance of the sirens. tion to the siren incident wil

eerie wails of the warning Woodward added, "I wish "boomerang after c i t i Z e. n ssystem. "calm down and began think-
The callers and letter writ- to emphasize that the pubJic did ing about how inadequately they

ers joined other thousands ff t t d t th i
who had jammed newspaper; to ee mto str ets 10 near I e ?r S 0 e . ea e em n
radio, and television station pamc here a d II Evanston. 

I cml 
defense. 

switchboards Tuesday night That su,burb IS con.neeted to: Mayor Apologetic
with questions and la t e r :he Ch1cagQ warmng net - Mayor Daley, w o was m
with protests. Nork " Troy, .N. Y. , last mght f?r a

Typical of the continuing Qumn saId, he fee s bad speakmg engagement, saId:
indignation is this comment r the scare. . saId:

. "

If anyone was OffeD?'
from Sidney Schaffe of 6543 I am sorry If anyone was ed, we are very apologeticN. Francisco: . inconvenienced or. alarme . It to them. We had hoped

This f a k e air. r aid certainly was no m my mmd that no one would be inc
meant for jubilation over to cre te con uslOn. . nienced. . We had certam-
the Sox winning the pen- " hls was mtended as Just ly h ped It wouldn t hap-

n nt ma result in thou. a tnbute to great team that pen. a d i"'
oring a real raid brought Chicago a pennant, Woodward , termmg the m-

:ver comes. Let' 
. and n to f rig h ten the cident sh cking, . a ked the

ho e to God it wil never ! people.

. .

federal 0 f1ce of. clV1 ensee. i But 
, whl . adm1ttmg mobiIizahon. to mvestIgate.

Fire Commmissi 0 n e r I responslblhty,. saId Umted .Sta es Atty., Robert
Quinn must have failed in I " r anythmg, It I!r ed I Tieken said his office IS stU?y-

hi d t " the madequacy of clvll1an ; ing the case to determmes u 

y. .

, defense. 'whether any federal law wasld. John J. Hoellen (47thl
! Quinn explained that those: violated. Woodward said fed-saId ?e would, de and that Ii 
who protested the sirens were' eral regulations clearly state

the .clty councIl at ItS ?ct. 2 . at fault because they would that air raid sirens may besession make a formal lOves- have known the air raid was sounded only in event of an
I tigation and censure the

. par. not real if they had tuned in : enemy attack, for test drils,
. ty who ordered the SIrens their radios to Conelrad fre- : 

or in eve n t of a naturalsounded. 
quencies of 640 01' 1240 as disaster.

Quinn Takes Blame required. (Conelrad is re Some hospitals said the
Quinn, acting city defense. served for broadcasts during sirens caused them to make

corps director, has assumed emergencie ) Quinn said: hasty preparations for patient
responsibilty for the inci- "This shows that people evacuations and to summon
dent which caused thousands don t pay attention to our doctors for emergency duty,

guinn Apolo9izes

Air Raid

Scare Stirs

More Howls
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THE AIR RAID SIREN
Chicago, Sept. 22-0ur re-

ioicing over the victorr of the
White Sox has just been turned
to fright and even panic 
the wailng of the civil defense
sirens. Nothing on " Conelrad/'
nothing about the sirens any-
where until finally' an an.
nOUllcer told us not to get
alarmed. Let's not cry " wolf"
too often. Who' was the llin-
compo:op who was respansible.
for this?

VIVIAN KAY

Chicago, Sept. 22 - A few
minutes ago the air raid siren
erased everything from our
minds except Russia and a
screaming baqy.

They wouldn t attack now
I said. " Khrushchev fs here.

On the contrary," said 
neighbor frQm his back po.rch
it would be a good chance

for them to get rid of him,
Weare proud of th Whit..

Sox, but in the future let' s IaVI
the sirens for disaster.

MRS. WILLIAM W. ADORJAK

Chicago, Sept. 23-The Indls.-
criminate use of the air raid
siren ' to celebrate the Whit,
Sox victory is an example I)
the way the city is run. No

! thought Is given to. the tnt!:):-
ests of the majority; just what
wil please the chasen few.

MRS. MILDRED PACEK

I Chicago, Sept. 23-What Is
I the difference between teen_a
hoodlums turning In false fiNt
alarms and firemen turning Iii
false air raid alarms?

IRATE Cl'IZEN

Arlington Heights, Sept. 23-
Kid punks, drunks, and prank
sters get jail sentences and
fines for relatively trivial ol

fenses such as turning in , falSt
fire alarms, but Fire Co.mmi$.

siGner Quinn apparently can
get away with misusing the air
raid siren.

RICHARD T. OL!)ENBURO

Chicago, Sept. 22 Anyone
sO. stupid as to. sound the air
raid alarm simply to celebrate
a baseball victory should Im-
mediately beremo.ved from his
past.



the officials or tempered their
criticism wit h tho ugh tf u I
deliberation.

Wrote Patricia Mil I e r of
9825 S. Ingleside: "My hat is
off to Mayor Daley and his
all-American way of celebra-

By Willam Braden ing wh en the commissioner con- iminute blast of an air raid Siren' ti . for a reat team our

Now Chicago s mayor and tacted him shortly after the toc- is deafening to those of us who, White Sox.
fire commissioner . know how, sins sounded. live in the immediate vicinity of More typical of the construc-
Pandora must have felt. : The majority of writers seemed one," wrote John Myles, J 719 tive approach was a letter from

The woman who in Greek particularly concerned that play- W. Greenl af. . Edwa d Small, 575 N. Long,

mythology opeoo the box thatilil use of the sirens would les- I e watlmg lfens s t rue k who first gav.e the m yor 

let all the miseries , loose upoa 
I :
sen. their effectiveness in a rea! p'art!cuI r terror m some hearts. bal rubbmg 0 r stupidity

the world could scarcely have raid. As Robert A. Kraft of , My wife has bee n through and then added.
been the object of greater ree 3818 N. Sawyer put it: ' I this in Europe," wrote Robert "But we II ake mistakes.
sentment than the two city off- "Am I now to sit on the edge! F. Burns, 4244 W. West. End. Let s turn this m stake to good
cials appeared to. be Thursday! of my chair every. time a siren i "She awakened the children use by demand ng careful

the eyes of some Chicagoans. sounds and wonde . whether a i and was prepared to rUSh them che k of the air rard alarm

A flash flood of mail to The nuclear missile is .about ,to slice; to the basement. . . . cham of command.

Sun-Times indicated that many into .the city and, burn us all tc : - Few Ask Resignations After Pandora opened her
citizens are more than. a lit tie a crisp-r whether it is merelY Only a few writers saw fit boX only one thing was left in
angry over the near panic thaJ an announcement that the Bar- to call tor the resignation or it, and that was hope. From
resulte Tuesday night when air' rington Bloomer Girls, have won 

I I

I firing of those responsible, and letters received, it was appar-
raid sirens w re sounded to ce I a Smash ng able t e yictory a even l sser n b e r de- ent that was true in Chicago
brate the ' White Sox penna,nt YIC-! over th Jr opponents?" manded a flOe and Jarl sentence. too. Everybody seemed agreedtory. Some who didn t .panic were Matching these were a handful in hoping that it would never

Unleash Adjectives . annoyed by the noise. "A five- of letters that either backed up ' happen again.
As a thermometer of the Reprinted from I CHI(;AGO SUN-TIMES, Fri.. Sept. 25, 1959

e::
::;t

;;. C::d
0 PIN ION 0 F-TH E P EO P the action: "Stupid , pitIful , thick.

Skulled, fantastically irrespon-
sible, juvenile, disgraceful, sad,
!ridiculous, crass, frivolous, UD-

warranted, il-timed, olJtral,,cous
and shamefuL"

And here are a few typical
nouns applied to persons the
writers considered . respoDsible
for the deed: "Muttonheads,
crackpots, incompetents, nitwits
and irresponsible delinquent;;.

Fire Comr. Robert J. Quinn

d said Wednesday that he as-
sumed full responsibility for or-
dering the city s 106 sirens
turned on. But many of the
angry blasts were directed equal-
ly at Mayor Daley, who admit-
ted he had given Quinn his bless-

Robert A. Kraft of 3818 N.

Sawyer, protesting the sounding
of air-raid sirens to salute the

White ' Sox pennant victory:
"Am I now to sit 

the edge of my c:hair ev.
ery time a siren sounds
and wonder whether a nu.
c:lear missile is about to
slic:e into the city and burn
us all to a c:risp - or
whether it is merely an an-
nounc:ement that the Bar.
rington Bloomer Girls have
won a smashing table ,ten-
nis victory over their op-

ponents?"

Sirens Blow Up Flood 01
Angry, Name-Calling Letters

Outraged
The Chicage White Sox

after 40' long years finally
won the American League
Pennant. Joy and celebration
is only natural but blowing

the ai raid sirens is just too
much. My family and I lived
in Europe durig the last war
and we had only one thought
-air attack.

Robert R. Nussle

Tuesday night a cold ter-
ror ran through my body, I
had to console three little
terrified children who know
the meaning of those blasts,
and comfort a mother who
has a coronary. Stupid an-
tics . from res onsible people.

Shame!
Mrs. N. Balzanto

The American tradition of
being sport - minded' is fine

but to use the defense signal

for war, which is not a game,

is ridiculous. There was little
hoy who watched sheep' and
cried. "wolf" once too often.
Let our Civil Defense signal
only be used ,as intended.

Mrs. R. Zane

Fire .comr. Quinn s self-
righteous rebuttal that the 

public should have known
better' than to panic was as

irresponsible as blowing the
sirens in the first place. This
was just about the most ir-
responsible and incompetent
action in his power to take.

Dean Lierle Jr.
The stupidity of those in

charge of the sirens! Are
they a group of children play-

ing games? If this is all those
sirens mean to them, they
ought to be removed from
that responsibilty. God help
us if that siren is ever used

in trth to warn of disaster-
and our citizens fgnore it be-
cause of this prank.

Milton James Neruda

It Was A Good Thing
Probably a lot of people

wil be com!,laining about the

sirens but it sure hrought

home one thing -to-e-I
didn t have the slightest idea
what to do-and I think that
is what really made me mad.
My neglect was , so apparent.

Congratulations to the Sox

who brought home a pennant
and to Mayor Daley who
brought home a point.

T. Hachiya

Wake up Chicagoans and
hang your heads in shame.

How totally unprepared we

find ourselves when confront.
ed with the unknown! The
protests of the people should
not be against the misuse of

the sirens, but rather against
ourselves for how little we
know how to act in an emer-
gency. I do not condone our
city officials' actions, but I

cannot condemn them either,
for we have been shown how
totally unprepared we are.
Now let's hope our Civil De-
fense leaders wil make an
even greater effort to instrct

us in protection. Air raid
drms and alarms are not for
children alone to learn.

Mrs. Constance Bata

Air raid sirens panic thou.
sands. Just h9w stupid can
people get? For months Civil
Defense has been hammerig
into our heads that in the

eventofaairraid;irens
wil start and ALL TV and
radio stations wil go off the
air, except for Conelrad sta-
tions. The very fact that all
broadcasting was continued

during the sirens' wail should
hav.e been the clue that all
was okay. I'll bet not one sin-
gle person of those who pan-
icked was able to remember
the Conelrad frequencies.

Mrs. B. P. Biedron




